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ABSTRACT

Given the general liberalization of the criminal law and the

highly articul-ate and visible presence of feminism, it is
generally assumed that there have been significant changes

in both statutory and case law in the area of pornography

which has historically been subsumed under the rubric of

obscenity law. This thesis traces the intellectual,
statutory and judicial developments in this area. The core

of this work is the thesis that ideological conservatism is
sti11 firmly entrenched both in the statutes and judicial

dispositions. However, recent debates and scholarly works

have provided l-aw makers and judges with the necessary

intellectual apparatus to effect change.
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Chapter I

TNTRODUCTTO¡{

It is not at all clear what is meant by the word

'pornography'" The New Lexicon Webster's Encvclopedic

Dictionary of the Enqlish Lansuaqe (Canadian edition)
defines 'pornography' as "obscene literature . intended

to cause sexual excitement". l The etymology of pornography

can be traced to the Greek words 'porne' which means

prostitute and 'graphos' which means to write. Àndrea

Dworkin's etymological analysis is somewhat more explicit"
She states that not only does pornography mean "writing
about whores" but that 'porne' means "specificaIly and

exclusively the lowest class of whore, which in ancient

Greece was Lhe brothel slut available to all male

citizens".2 The porne was the cheapest, least regarded and

least protected woman; hence, pornography means the graphic

depiction of women as vile whores or sluts or cunts.s

1 New Lexicon f{ebster's Encyclopedic Dictionary
Enqlish Lanquaqe (Canadian edition), New York:
Publications Inc. , 1 988, p. 782

of the
-Lex rcon

Àndrea Dworkin, Pornoqraphv: Men Possessinq
York: Putnam, 1 981 , pp. 199-200

ibid "

1-

Women New
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DespiLe this rather graphic definition, there is littte
consensus as to what constitutes the pornographic. The term

has been loosely applied to different forms of explicit and

nonexplicit depictions of human sexual activi ty r4 both

'normal' and 'atypical' . For some, mere nudity may be

construed as 'pornographic' , while others consider only

violent degrading representations as truly'pornographic'.
Definitions appear to depend on the political and religious
orientation of those who use them"5 Justice Potter Stewart

could not define pornography although 'he knew it when he

sav¡ it' . 6 Law professor and radical feminist Catharine

MacKinnon wondered if Justice Stewart knew what she knows

when she sees what she sees.7 Àn element of 'subjectivity'
is thus inherent in any attempt to define pornography" To

further complicate the issue, even though pornography and

obscenity are neither conceptually nor factually identicalrs
the former has historically been subsumed under the rubric

4 E. Donnerstein, D. Linz and S" Penrod, The Ouestion of
Pornoqraphv: Research Findinqs and Policy Implications New
York: The Free Press, 1987, p. 1

s ibid "

6 Jacobelli v. Ohio , 84 S, Ct. 1676, ât '1683 (1964)

7 Catharine MacKinnon, "Pornography, Civil Rights and
Speech" in Harvard Civil Riqhts-Civil Liberties Law Review
Vol. 20, 1 985, p. 3

I David A. J. Richards, "Free Speech and Obscenity Law:
Toward a Moral Theory of the First Àmendment" in
Universitv of Pennsylvania Law Review, Vol " 123, p" 56;
Joel Feinberg, "Pornography and the Criminal Law",
Universitv of Pittsburq Law Review, Vol. 40, 1979, pp.
57 2-57 4



of the latter. s

Obscenity comes from Lhe Latin ob cenum which means

'about filth' and generaLly denotes material vrhich is
offensive to modesty or decencylo within temporal and

cultural dimensions. The earliest obscenity conviction in

English law was for an obscene act. Sir Charles Sed1ey was

convicted for standing naked on a balcony and throwing

bottles full of 'piss' down upon a crowd.ll

More important f or the purpose of the f ollort'ing analysi s
v¡as the case of Regina versus Hickl inl 2 in which Chief

Justice Cockburn declared that

The test of obscenity is Lhis, whether the
tendency of the matter charged as obscenity is to
deÞrave and corrupt those whose rninds are open to

s Feinberg, "Pornography and the Criminal Law", ât 572-573
relates how the United States Supreme Court, in Cohen v.
CaIíforniau (¿03 U.S. 15, 1971), construed the 'obscene'
as the 'pornographic' : Paul Cohen had been convicted of
disturbing the peace by wearing a jacket with the words
"Fuck the Draft" on the back. Justice Harlan of the
Supreme Court, in considering Cohen' s appeal , wrote:

This is not . an obscenity case. Whatever
else may be necessary to give rise to the State's
broader polrer to prohibit obscene expression, such
expression must be, in some siqnif icant way_r
erotic. It cannot plausibly be maintained that
this vulgar allusion to the Selective Service
System would conjure up psychic stimulation in
anyone likeIy to be confronted with Cohen's
crudely defaced jacket" (emphasis added)

ro Jillian Ridington, Freedom From Harm Or Freedom Of
Ottawa: NAWAL,1983, p. 1; cf. Richards "Free

Speech
Speech

and Obscen i ty Larv " p. 48

11 See Richards, "Free Speech and Obscenity LaÌrr" p. 48 and
Public MoralityP. R. MacMillan, Censorshi

Àldershot: Gower House, 1 983, p. 2
and



such immoral influences and into whose hands a
publ icat ion of thi s sort may fa11 ( emphasi s
added) . 1 3

In Canada, the Hicklin test became the basis for the

criminal offense of obscenity until 1 959 when it was

replaced with the current provisions under Section 1 59

Subsection (8) of the Criminal Code which read:

For the purpose of this Àct, any publication a
dominant characteristic of which is the undue
exploitation of sex, or of sex and any one or
more of the following subjects, namely, crime,
horror, cruelty and violence, shall be deemed to
be obscene (emphasis added) " 1 a

Both the Hicklin test and Section 159(8) have been

criticized for being subjective, vague, paternalistic and

moral i st ic " 1 s

On May 4, 1987, then Justice Minister Ray Hnatyshyn

introduced Bill C-54, the Conservative government's proposed

anti-pornography bi11. Hnatyshyn's predecessor, John

12 R. v. Hicklin (1868), 3 g. B" Ð." 360

13 ibid. p" 371

14 Criminal Code, S. C" 1959, c. 41, s. 159(8)
1 s See generalty C. S. Barnett, "Obscenity and S. 1 50(8)

of the Criminal Code", Criminal Law Ouarterlv, VoI " 12,
1969-70; Kathleen E. Mahoney, "Obscenity and public
PoIicy: Conflicting Values-Conflicting Statutes",
Saskatchewan Law Review, Vol. 50, N0 . 1 , 1 985-86;
Ridington, Freedom From Harm; À. M. K. Curtis, "Notes:
Crimiña1 t a*:-TUscenity: . 'iest of Obscenity: Whether
Hicklin Test Supercedeã: Whether Criminal Code Test
Exhaustive: Whether Devices and Àrticles Constitute
Publications: Whether Criminal Code Definition Applicable
to Such Devices and Art ic1es" , in Ottawa Le¡S Beviev¡.,VoI. 11 , 1979 r pp. 505-506; F. L. Sharp, 'OUsãenE!
Prurient Interest and the Law", University of Toronto
Facultv of Law Review, Vol. 34, 1976, pp" 244-247



Crosbie, had introduced a simi

(C-1 1 4 ) in June of 1 986. However,

of the parliamentary session "

5

l-ar ant i-pornography bi t1

this bill died at the end

S imi lar ly , when Brian

1 988 , Bi 11 C-5421 ,

fact that Bill C-54

ne$¡ Just ice Mini ster

or a similar one in

Mul-roney called an election for Nov.

died on the order paper" Despite the

appears dead, it is uncfear whether the

Kim Campbell will reintroduce this bill
its pLace.

BiII C-54 put forth a six-part definition of pornography:

the first five categories deal with harmful sex, violent
sex, degrading sex, sex with children, beastiality, incest

and necrophilia, whereas the sixth category deals with

depictions of oralr vâ9inal or anal sex. Although there are

problems with the first five categoriesl6 the sixth category

had provided the basis for vehement opposition to Bill C-54.

Opposition has come from civil rights groups ( Canadian

Civil Liberites Àssociation, Manitoba Àssociation for Rights

and Libert ies ) , cultural groups ( Canada Counc i 1 ,

Àssociation of Canadian Television and Radio Artists - ACTRA

), art galleriesr libraries, women's groups ( eg. Canadian

Àdvisory Council on the Status of Women, Alberta Coalition
Against Pornography), and even the United Church of Canada.

Similarlyr êD Àngus Reid PolI conducted on May 7, 1987,

1 6 Varda Burstyn, "Porn Àgain: Feeling the Heat of
Censorship" in Fuse, Spring, 1987, points out the
problem in lumping consensual teen-age sex in the same
category as coerced child-adult relations; cf. Neil
Boyd, "Sexuality and the State: À Comment on Moral
Boundaries in the Physical ReaIm", Canadian Journal of
Familv Law, Vol. 7, 1989r pp. 353-366
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found that only 37 percent of adult Canadians approve of the

inclusion of sexual intercourse between consenting adults in

the definition. 1 t why did the Conservative government

include this category as part of. the definition of

pornography and why are the above groups opposed to this
legisl-ation? The answer to the former question lies in the

underlying philosophy of conservative thought and provides

the basis for the thesis that obscenity legislation has

historically reflected a conservative bias. Other

idealogies, liberalism and feminism, have entered the debate

and provided potent arguments for change. However, even

though some of these concerns have been addressed, their
overall impact has been subsumed within the dominant

ideology of conservatismr âD ideology that is heterosexist,

sexist, homophobic, patriarchal,
moralistic "

paternal i st ic and

Chapters '1 and 2 will examine the three competing

philosophies which have addressed the issue of obscenity.

Each philosophy protects different values and hence each is
potentially in conflict with the others. These three

political philosophies have been labeIled conservatism,

liberalism and feminism (wittr marxism being implicit in most

feminist critiques) " The conservative philosophy stresses

the importance of protecting the organízaLional structure of

society and its moral fibre; the liberal philosophy

espouses freedom of expression and individual liberty while

17 Calqarv Herald, May 20, 1987, p. À3
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feminism is concerned with egalitarian values in a

collective sense. l I Chapter 1 will articulate Lhe

conservative and liberal views in greater detail. Implicit
in this analysis is the Hart-Devlin debate which examines

the role of law in the enforcement of morality" It becomes

clear that the conservative view, with its emphasis on

Christian morality and values, is unjustified according to
liberals who place greater emphasis on freedom of expression

and individual liberty.

Chapter 2 will examine Çh. emergence of the feminist
critique of pornography" This critique represents a

significant shift in perspective away from 'sexual
prurience' to the threat to eguality which pornography is
alleged to cause, In this sense, the issue of pornography

is seen as an issue of the asymmetry of power and

domination, therefore, a political issue rather than one of

sexual immorality. Although there are a number of different
types of f eminism, the rnain goal is equality f or women " The

different categories include libera1, marxist, radical and

socialist feminists" The strategies for the attainment of

eguality differ amongst these feminists which has led to
polarization into pro-censorship and anti-censorship
feminists" StilI, the overall critique of both conservatism

and liberalism has provided some definitional clarity with

respect to pornography. However,

1I Mahoney, "Obscenity
Hoffman, "Feminism,
of Pennsvlvania Law

and PubIic PoI
Pornography,

Review, VoI. 1

there is still some

icy" , p. 75; cf. E.
and Law", Universitv

33, pp. 498-499



question as to the alleged harms that pornography causes.

Chapter 3 will deal with the alleged social harms of

pornographic materials. This will include a review of the

empi r ical studies in the soc ial sc iences , along with a

discussion of the inherent methodological problems.

Furthermore, if we are to place any credence in the studies

relating to sex and violence, it afso becomes necessary to

include studies dealing with violence, whether in a sexually

explicit context or not. There is little evidence that
sexually explicit materials (v¡hat feminists and liberals
calI 'erotica' ) causes any tangible harm" Therefore

conservative attempts to 'censor' this type of material on

this basis are unwarranted.

In Chapter 4 the findings of the Fraser Commission on

Pornography and Prostitution will be examined in an attempt

to place them within the context of the developing debate

over socio-legaI policy. By implication, this wiIl involve

an examination of the various interest groups which

presented briefs to the committee" It wiIl be evident that
these briefs fit the philosophical typology presented in the

first two chapters"

Chapter 5 r,¡i11 review the deveJ.oping jurisprudence with

respect to pornography since the inception of the current

Criminâ1 Code provisions " Parallels r+i11 be drawn f rom

American case lavr. Constitutional considerations become
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paramount at this point as the question of fundamental

rights and reasonable limits is addressed. It rvilI be

demonstrated that liberal and feminist analyses provided

some clarity in the developing jurisprudence. However, these

interests have no!¡ been subsumed within the dominant

ideology of conservatísm, both in attempts at legislative
reform (nltf C-54) and in the case law. There is hope that
the rationale provided by Justice wright in Regina v. Avenue

Video Boutiqueu provides a basis for the legitimate use of

Section 1 of the Charter of RighÈs and Freedoms.

In the conclusion a synthesis of the arguments will be

advanced. The liberal and feminist analyses provide strong

arguments that the incrusion of sexualry explicit materiars

in a definition of pornography, whether in legislative
reform or in case law, is unwarranted by the evidence and is
in fact at odds with the Charter. Such an attempt

represents unreasonable limits that cannot be demonstrably

justified in a democratic socieLy, despite the arguments

propounded by the dominant conservative ideology.
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PREDOMIS{ANT PT{TTOSOPHTES : COTdSERVA,TISM ANÐ LTBER.åLTSM

The conservative philosophy (aIso called lega1

moralism)1e is based on two fundamental assumptions. The

first assumption is that societies are not merely

col-lections of individuals; rather, they are communities

with shared ideas, values and moralities. 20 The second

assumption is that the law should enforce a common moralitv
comprised of traditional moral values because if a society
loses its 'moraI cement' it wiIl disintegrate.2l Expression

is judged by its poLential irnpact on societaL institutions
whether or not such expression causes direct harm to
individuals " This allor+s the state Lo proscribe behaviour

which it deems 'immoraL' .22

For the conservative, obscenity must be banned because

it. . promotes radical sexuality as described by Ernst and

SeagIe:

It is important to understand that sex radicalism
in modern life is the best general index of
radicalism in other spheres. The man who publicly
upholds birth control, the single standard, free
love, companionate marriage, easy divorce, and
legit imizat ion , is a man prone to play with
subversive ideas on private property, to be

1s JoeI Bakan, "Pornography, Law and Moral Theory",
Law Review, VoI " 17, 1984 p. 1

20 Mahoney, "Obscenity and Public Policy", p. 76i
Special Committee on Pornosraphy and Prostitution:
Report (hereinafter c ited as Fraser neport ) ,
Government of Canada, 1985, p" 17

ibid.
Patrick B. DevIin, The Enforcement of MoraIs,
Oxford University Press, 1965r pp. 12-18

21

Ottawa

Canada,
t'l na l.

Ottãwa:

22 London:
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attracted to criminal syndicalism, to be dubious
about the House of Lords, oF about the fitness of
the republican party to govern, and Lo quesLion
the general ef f icacy of prayer . l{hen such an
individual is attacked under sex censorships it Ís
assumed that no very great tenderness for his
rights need be shown.23

The traditional view of sexuality, espoused by conservative

thought, which is derived from religious elements in
l{estern culture, embodies the notíon that sex is dirty,
wrong or sinful unless it is legitimated by marriage and

Iove.2a Catholic Canon Law holds that:
Às a basic and cardinal fact, that complete
sexual activity and pleasure is licit and moral
only in a naturally completed act in valid
marriage. À1Ì acts which, of their psychological
and physical nature, are designed to be
preparatory to the complete act, take their
licitness and their morality from the complete
act" If, therefore, they are entirely divorced
from the complete act,
warped, mean i ngfess ,(emphasis added).25

For the Catholic, the 'proper'

forces that move in the depths

reproduction of the species.

intercourse within a marital

they are distorted,
and hence immoral "

function of the "primordial
of our nature" r 2 6 is the

Only 'natural-' f orms of

reLationship are'moraI'.

23 M. Ernst and W. Seagal, To The Pure-À Studv of Obscenitv
and the Censor, New York: The Viking Press, 1928 cited
in Mahoney, "Obscenity and Public Policy", pp. 76-77;
also cited in MacMillan, Censorship and Public Moralitv,
p. 3

24 Hoffman, "Feminism, Pornography and Law", pp. 504-505

H. C. Gardiner, "Moral Principles Toward a Definition of
the Obscene", Law and Contemporary Problems, Vol " 20,
1955, p. 564; also cited in Richards, "Free Speech and
Obscenity Law", p. 57

E. Mirsch, Love, Marriaqe and Chastity,
1939, 19, cited in Gardiner, "Moral Principles", p"

565

25

26
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Extramarital intercourse as welI as homosexual intercourse

are 'unnatural'; hence they are 'immoral-'.

Pornography is obscene not only in itself,
because it displays intercourse not within
marr lage , but also because it tempts to
intercourse outside marriage or to masturbation,
which are independently obscene acts because they
are forms of sexuaL conduct that violate minimum
standards of proper bodily function and thus cause
disgust. 27

Conservatives also emphasize the connection between

self-restraint and shame which are considered prerequisites

of a democratic polity.
To live together requires rules and a governing of
the passions, and those who are without shame
will be unruly and unruJ-able; having lost the
ability to restrain themselves by observing the
rules they collectively give themselves, they
will have to be rul-ed by others. Tyranny is the
mode of government for the shamel-ess and
self-indulgent who have carried liberty beyond any
restraint , natural and conventionaL. 2 I

The conservative view concerning masturbation is in part

basecl on the Victorian medical view Lhat connected both

masturbation and sexual excess in general to insanity"2s

The basic psychological fact about pornography and
obscenity is Lhat it appeals to and provokes a
kind of sexual regression. The sexual pleasure
one gets from pornography and obscenity is
autoerotic and infantile; put bluntly, it is a
masturbatory exercise of the imagination, when it
is not masturbation pure and simple
I nfant i 1e sexual ity i s not only a permanent
temptation for the adolescent or even the

27 Richards, "Free Speech and Obscenity Lar{", p. 57

2I Walter Berns, "Beyond the (Garbage) pale or Democracy,
Censorship and the Àrts",
and Freedom of Expression,
pp.60-62

in H. Clor, (ed.) Censorshi
Chicago: Rand McNa1ly, 1970,

2s See Richards, "Free Speech and Obscenity Law"r pp" 57-58
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adult--it can quite easily become a permanent,
self-reinforc ing neurosis. It is because of an
awareness of this possibility of regression toward
the infantile condition, a regression which is
always open to us, that all the codes of sexual-
conduct ever devised by the human race take such a
dim view of autoerotic activities and try to
discourage autoerotic fantasies" Masturbation is
indeed a perfectly natural autoerotic activity

And it is precisely because it is
perfectly natural Lhat it can be so dangerous
the mature or maturing person, i
controlled or sublimated in some v¡ay.

In a democracy, these arguments purport, there are

such as selfcertain demonstrable moral virtues and traits,
restraint and shame, without which society cannot survive.
In order to preserve soc iety,

f it is
30

SO
to

not

the law to enforce morality
virtuous3 1 or else shamed into

it becomes necessary to use

by coercing people into being

repression of such behaviour.

The classic exponent of this view in

century is Patrick Devlin, who delivered

the twent ieth
the Maccabaean

Lecture in Jurisprudence Lo the British Àcademy in 1958"

Devlin argued that society was justified in using the law to
prohibit actions or speech which invoke feelings of

intolerance, indignat ion ,

no theoretical limits
and disgust32 and that there are

to the power of the state to

Irving Kristol, "Pornography, Obscenity and the Case for
Censorship", New York Times Masazine, March 28, 1971, p.
24; cf" D. H. Lawrence, Pornography and Obscenity,
London: Faber and Faber Ltd" , 1929, pp" 19-31

See R. C" Rist, "Pornography as a Social Problem:
Reflections on the Relation of Morality and the La$¡" in
Rist, R. C. (ed. ) The Pornoqraphv Controversy, New
Brunswick, New Jersey: transãtion Jñã.;-T9ilp" l-ls

30

31

3 2 DevI in, The Enf orcernent of Mora1s, p. 17
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legislate against immoralityr33 which for the purpose of the

law, is "what every right-minded person is presumed to

consider to be immora1".34 this 'right-mindedness' is based

on Christian morals35 and the belief in external absolutes

of right and wrong, good and evil" Not only does Devlin

disapprove of homosexuality, he also disapproves of birth
control- and abortion.36 The quintessence of 'legaI moralism'

as expressed by Devlin is as follows:

. a recognized morality is as necessary to
society âsr sâyr a recognized government,
society may use the law to preserve morality in
the same vray as it uses it to safeguard anything
else that is essential to its existence.3T

DevIin was responding to certain recommendations of the

Wolfendon Committeer3s which vras also concerned with the

nature and function of the law. The Wolfendon Committee

adopted the view that the law should not be concerned with
private moral conduct unless it affected the public good"

Furthermore,

there remains one
. namely, the
law ought to give

addi t ional counter-argument
importance which society and the
to individual freedom of choice

s3 ibid", p. 14

34 ibid., p" 15

3s ibid., p" 25

3 6 ibid" , pp. 22-24

37 ibid. , p" 11

sB John Wolfendon, Report of the Committee on Homosexual'
Offences and Prostitution, London: Her Majesty's
Stationary Office, 1957: Àlthough the Report did not deal
with pornography per s€r it made statements with regard
to morality and the law which are pertinent to this
analysis.
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and action in matters of private morality. Un1ess
a deliberate attempt is to be made by society,
acting through the agency of the law, to eguate
the sphere of crime with that of sin, there must
remain a realm of private morality or immorality
which isu in brÍef and crude terms, not Lhe
law's business" To say this is not to condone or
encourage private immorality" On the contrary,
to emphasize the personal and private nature of
moral- or immoral conduct is to ernphasize the
private and personal responsibility of the
individual for his own actions, and that is a
responsibility which a mature agent can properly
be expected to carry for himself without the
threat of punishment from the law.
added) . 3 s

(emphasis

Implicit in Lhis recommendation

"state interest and majoritarian
co-extensive" 4 o and that there

is the presumption that
societal interests are not

is a distinction between

public morality and private morality,
conservatives like DevIin are unwilling

Devlin's views were a response to the

the Wolfendon Comrnittee that recommended

to

distinction that

ac knowl-edge.

'liberal' views of

"that homosexual

private should nobehaviour between consenting adults in

longer be a criminal offense."41 DevIin sparked a further
response from Professor Hart and the ensuing exchange became

known as the Hart - Devlin Debate.

3 s ibid. , para . 61 ; cf . the comment of then Justice
Minister (Canada) Ln 1968, P. E. Trudeau that "The
state has no business in the bedrooms of the nation",

.cf. The Law Reform Commission of Canada, The Limits of
Criminal Law: Obscenity: À Test Case, Ottawa: Information
Canada,1975, pp. 15-16, "Everyone is entitled to go to
Hell in his own fashion so long as he does no harm to
others".

4o Clare F. Beckton, "Obscenity and Censorship Re-Examined
Under the Charter of Rights", Manitoba Law Journal, VoI.
13, No. 3, 1983, p. 354

41 t^Tolfendon Report, para " 62
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Professor Hart's view that immorality as such is not a

crime is based on the work of John Stuart MiIl, specifically
On Liberty, which is invariably invoked as the cl-assic

liberal position on the relation of the individual to the

state. a 2 Before examining Professor Hart's rebuttal to
Devlin, a cl-oser examination of Mill's work is necessary.

t'tilI's stated purpose in writing On Liberty was to

examine " . the nature and l imi ts of the po!¡er which

can be legitimately exercised by society over the

individual". a 3 MiIl was concerned with the repressive

tendencies of human nature, consequently, his fundamental

principle for liberty, which is central to the sexual

morality debate is that:
The sole end for which mankind are warranted,
individually or collectively in inLerfering with
the liberty of action of any of their number is
self-protection. That the only purpose for which
power can be rightfully exercised over any member
of a civilized community, against his will is to
prevent harm to others, His own good either
phys ical or moral i s not suf f ic ient warrant . He
cannot rightfully be compelled to do or forbear
because it will be better for him to do so,
because it will make him happier, because, in the
opinion of others, to do so would be wise, or even
right. These are good reasons for remonstrating
with him, or reasoning with him, or persuading him
or entreating him, but not for compelling him, or
visiting him with any evil, in case he do
otherwise. To justify that, the conducL from which
it is desired to deter him must be calculated to
produce evil to someone else . .Over himself,

This does not mean that MiIl is the only 'father of
liberalism'" However, it is Mi11 who is most frequently
cited and hence this analysis is based on his writings,
principally On Liberty.
John Stuart Mi11, Op Liberty, Indianapolis: Bobbs Meril,
1956, Þ.4

42
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over his ovrn body
sovereign.aa

and mind, the individual 1S

Mi11 maintained that the 'truth' could only reveal itself

within a 'marketplace of ideas' wherein " o the cfearer
perception and Iivelier impression of truth produced by its

collision with errortt,4 5 OnIy by allowing individuals to

choose amongst different ideas will the truth win out as bad

ideas are rejected and good ideas are accepted. To stifle

any expression is to assume infallibility and we are all
fallible. Even to stifle a false opinion would still be an

evi1.a6 Congruently, " . on every subject on which

difference of opinion is possible, the truth depends on a

bal-ance to be struck between two sets of confl ict ing

reasons".47 From these writings it becomes clear that
freedom of expression and the right to individual Iiberty
are among the most fundamental principles of liberal
ideology " The democratic paramountcy of these two

principles is evident in the constitutions of both Canada

and the United States.ag

ibid. , p" 13

ibid., p. 21

ibid.

44

45

46

47

48

ibid., p" 44

For Canada:
Constitution Act

Everyone has
freedom of
express i on ,
other media of

: Section 2

the followi
thought,
including
commun i cat

(b) which states

ng fundamental
belief , opl

freedom of the
ion;

f reedoms :
nion and
press and
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criticism of the conservative view espoused by

Devl in , Professor Hart , drawing on Mi 11' s 'harm to others'
principle, guêstions whether the enforcement of morality is
morally justified" as Rather than using DevIin's concept of

the 'reasonable man' or 'the man in the Clapham omnibus'50

as the test of morality, Hart argues that demonstrable harm

to others must be the test upon which legal action against

any individual is justified" Hart is critical of Devlin's
assumption that 'sexual morality' and the 'morality that
forbids acts injurious to others such as kiIling, stealing,
and dishonesty forms a seamless web', in which a

deviation from any part is likely to cause a deviation from

the whole. s 1 Furthermore, Hart rejects Devlin's argument

that any deviance from a society's common morality witl

Section 7:

Everyone has the right to life, liberty, and
secur i ty of the person and the r ight not t.o be
deprived thereof except in accordance with the
principles of fundamental justice.

For the UniLed States:

Àmerican Bill of Rights: First Amendment:

Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom
of speech or of the press; or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the
government for a redress of grievances"

Fourteenth Amendment: Section 1:

Nor shall any State deprive any
Iiberty or property, without due
nor deny to any person within its
equal protection of the laws.

4s H. L. À" Hart, LêjL, Libertv and

person of I i fe ,process of law;
jurisdiction the

Moralitv, Stanford,
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dissolve its 'moral cement' and result in disintegration.
The conservative's denial of private rnorality (or immorality

in the words of the Wolfendon Commission) is particularly
problematic at this point:

lNlo evidence is produced to show that deviation
from accepted sexual morality, even by adults in
private, is something which, like treason,
threatens the existence of society. s 2

Liberals maintain that there is a distinction between public

and private morality5s and the only Iegitimate restraint
with respect to the latter in matters of sexual activity is
the consent of the participants.s4

Hart also argues that with respect to sexual morality,
the invocation of universal or absolute truths is misplaced,

"ft is perhaps least plausible in relation to sexual morals,

determined as these so obviously are by variable tastes and

convent ions. " 5 5 The use of the law to enforce a common

morality, based on universal or absolute truths, which in

turn are based on Christian values, causes human misery and

interferes with individual liberty which are evils in

50

Calif": Stanford University Press, 1963, p. 17

DevIin, The Enforcement of Morals, p. 15

cf. the earlier quote about 'radical sexuality'.
Hart, @, Libertv and Mora1ity, p. 50

See Mi11, On Libertvr p" 114, "[T]he individual
accountable to society for his actions in so far as
concern the interests of no person but himself. "

Participants are meant to be 'adults'.
ibid., p. 73

51

52

53

54

is not
these

55
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themselves. Hence, âny use of the law to enforce morality
reguires moral jusLification. By requiring this
justification, the distinction between "positive morality"
and "critical morality" is introduceds6 into the debate.

The former refers to the 'morarity actually accepted and

shared by a given social group' while the latter may be

defined as 'the general moral principles used in the

criticism of actual societar institutions incruding positive
morality'.s7 The question then becomes one of the usage of

criticaL moral ity for the purpose of legaIy enforced

positive morality.ss In other words, which values should we

value? Herein lies the distinction between Hart and DevJ.in,

between the liberal and the conservative; "Hart's primary

concern goes to the individual, whereas DevIin's
preoccupation is for sociêtyr'.5s For the liberal the social
order is seen as a means to achieve individual freedom and

security while the conservative sees the social- order as a

varued end in itself. Liberals emphasize individuar liberty
and freedom of expression while the Iegal moralists
(conservatives) emphasize the integrity of a 'moral' society
as the primary concern.

56 Hart uses 19th. Century utilitarianism as a source of
this distinction.
ibid", p. 20

ibid.
Y. Caron, "The Legal Enforcement
So-Called Hart-Devlin Controversy",
VoI. 15, 1959, p" 21

57

58

59 of Morals and the
McGill Law Journal,
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Lega1 moralism is the philosophical basis of the 'new

right' , the 'moral- ma jority' and other similar ideologies.6o

A more recent enunciation of legal moralism can be found in

the Hill - Link l"tinority Report and the Keating Minority
Report in The Report of the Commission on Obscenity and

Pornosraphv.6l It is rel-evant to note that the authors of

these minority reports are, respectively, Rev. Morton A"

Hill, S. J. , president of Morality in Media, New York,

Rev. Winfrey C" Link, administrator of the McKendree

Manor Methodist Retirement Home, Hermitage, Tennessee, and

Charles H" Keating, JE. ,

Literature, Cincinnati"

founder of Citizens for Decent

The views expressed by these

individuals closely paralIel those of Devlin, for instance:

"The government interest in regulating pornography has

always related primarily to the prevention of moral

corruption and noÈ to prevention of overt criminal acts and

conduct, or the protection of persons from being shocked

and/or offended" (emphasis in original).62 And further, "We

believe that pornography has an eroding effect on society,
on public morality: oD respect for human worth, on

attitudes toward family love, on culture."63 with respect

60 Bakan, "Pornography, Law and Moral Theory", p. 6

6 1 The Report of the Commission on Obscenitv and
Pornoqraphy, New York: Bantam Books, 1970, pp. 456-577
and pp. 578-700 respectively.

6 2 ibid. , p. 457

6s ibid., p,458; cf" D" A. Scott, pornosraphv - Its Effects
on the Family, Communitv, and Culture, The Free Congress
Foundation, fnc., 1985
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to sexuality and all its manifestaLions, whether these take

the form of homosexuality r ßêsturbation, contraception,

explicit sexuality, pornography and even sex education, the

underlying conservative philosophy with respect to these

issues is to actively repress them. This use of the law to
enforce6 a morality without a demonstration that society

would be harmed without such enforcement is contested by

I iberals who requi re more than mere feel ings of

'intolerance, indignation and disgust' .6 s These criteria are

rejected by liberals as being unsatisfactory:
I L i s not enough to say merely that moral
standards are offended by the proliferation of
obscene material, without demonstrating that harm
is caused by the dissemination of objectionable
rnaterial. I f f reedom of expression is to be a
valuable right, a moral sense of indignity is not
sufficient reason for prohibiting access to
alleged1y obscene mater ial " 

6 6

Values such as freedom of expression and individual Iiberty,
which have been written into the canadian constitution, must

take precedence over the emotional pleas of the legal
moralists.

64 cf . R. D. Birkelbach and L. A. Zurcher, Jr. "Some
Socio-PoIitical Characteristics of Ànti-pornography
Campaigners", Socioloqical Svmposium, VoI. 4, 1970, in
which a strong correlation r{as found to exist between
approval of strong law enforcement procedures,
author i tar ian i sm, rel igios ity and di sapproval of
pornography.

6s Devlin, The Enforcement of Morals, p. 17

6 6 Clare F. Beckton,
Canadian Charter of
Tarnopolsky and G.
1982, p" 107

"Freedom of Expression", in The
Riqhts and Freedoms: Commentary, W.
Beaudoin (eds. ) , Toronto: Carswell,
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even though 'freedom of expression' is a

fundamental right it is by no means an absolute right, buL

rather a 'qualified right'subject to possible limitations
derived from section 1 of the charter of Rights and Freedoms

and also Section 33" Àn individual may well ask67 how a

right is in any sense 'fundamentaf if it is subject to a

parliamentary or Iegislative 'override'. This will require
jurisprudential clarity in the further evol-ution of

constitutional case law" Even though the American First
Amendment is written in 'absofutist' terms (ie. there were

no limitations on freedom of expression written into the

Constitution), American jurisprudence has not treated it as

such.68 Conseguently, the American Supreme Court had to,
" o elicit principles of restraint from the
reservoirs of its oyrn j ur i sprudence wi thout
reference to express constitutional authorization
thereby setting its or^rn precedents for judicial
act ivi sm" . 6 e

This has resulted in Lhe lack of a coherent theory of

freedom of expression, although obscenity has traditionally
been denied official 'speech' status in the united states.
Expectedly, this has caused much criticism from l_iberals

who think that obscenity should at the very least be subject

67 Clare F. Beckton, "Freedom of Expression in Canada How
Free?", Manitoba Law Journal, VoI. 1 3, No . 4, 1 983, p.
583

68 However, Justices Douglas and Black have argued that the
right i s absolute, Konisberg v. State Bar of
California, United States Reports, 36, 1961

6s Stefan Braun, "Freedom of Expression v. Obscen i ty
Censorship: The Developing Canadian Jurisprudence",
Saskatchewan Law Review,'Vo1" 50, 1985-86, p. 40 at fn" 6
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obscenity does not meet.
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conditions which liberalsT o feel

The very existence of obscenity laws reflects a

conservat ive bias, evidenced by the Courts concern with

'prurient interest'71 which seems to refer to the ability to
produce sexual arousal or as law professor Catharine

MacKinnon states "to give a man an erection,.72 Às HoffmanT3

points out, the ability to produce sexual arousal, as the

basis for a definition of obscenity,

conservatives' basic disapproval of sex.

expresses the

In contrast, liberals argue that the conservative view

of sex, as described above, is an "idealized, romanticizeð,

unreal- (perhaps even infantile) depiction of what rea1ly

happens in sex"74 and that this view represents sham and

hypocrisy. T s The conservative position presupposes 'norms'

of sexuality that are rejected by many people who see sex as

7o For instance Joel Feinberg and C1are F" Beckton
71 Roth v. United States, United States Reports, 354, 1957,

developed the concept of 'prurient interest' (based on
proposals in the 1954 American Law Institute's Model
Penal Code ).
Catharine À. MacKinnon, "Not A Moral Issue", yale Law and
PoIicy Review, VoI. 20, 1985, p. 333

Hoffman, "Feminism, Pornography and the Law"r p. 507

Fred R. Berger, "Pornography, Sex and Censorship", in
Pornoqraphy and Censorship, D. Copp and S. Wendell(eds.), Buffalo, N" Y": Prometheus Books, 1983, p" 89

The 'fa11 from grace' of tele-evangelists Jim Bakker and
Jimmy Swaggart for their sexual indiscretions (amongst
other things) provides a caustic example.

72

,o

74

75
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healthy not shameful. The conservative contention that
homosexuality is â 'perversion' rather than an alternative
1i f estyle i s c J-ear ly homophobic and heterosex i st . The

emphasis on traditional values based on the nuclear family

ascribes to !¡omen a traditional and subserviant role which

is both patriarchal and sexist" The use of the Law to
enforce moral i ty i s moral i st ic in a sense that i s

unacceptable to liberals. Freedom of expression and

individual liberty must take precedence in the absence of

demonstrable harm.

The feminist view challenges the wisdom of both

traditional liberal and conservative philosophies. Feminists

consider equality to be the most important value in a

democratic society; pornography undermines the equal status

of women. Consequently, there has emerged a powerful

feminist critique of pornography that differs in focus from

both the conservative and liberal perspectives.



ChapÈer II
rHE EÊ4ERGENCE OF A FEMINTST CRITIOUE

Man in his lust has regulated long enough this
whole question of sexual intercourse. Now let the
mother of mankind, whose prerogative it is to set
bounds to his indulgence, rouse up and give this
whole matter a thorough, fearless examination. l

A" Jaggar2 divided feminist theories into four

categories: liberal feminism, traditional marxism, radical
feminism and socialist feminism" Although all feminist
theories are concerned with the attainment of equality for
v¡omen, the focus and strategies to be employed differ. In

this respect Lhe radical feminist perspective has provided

the most vocal opposit ion to pornography. Soc iali st
feminists, on the other hand, argue that by focusing on

pornography, the greater structural inequality in society is
downprayed. Because of these differences, a porarization
amongst feminists has occured: liberal and radical feminsts

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, letter to Susan B" Àntony,
1853, cited-in Take Back the Niqht: women on pornoqraphv,
L" Lederer (ed.)-, r.¡ew vork: ¡,tõ;ñw, iJgO-; p.7î-
À. Jaggar, Feminist Politics and Human Nature, 1983 (cited
in D. Lacombe, rdeoloqy and public ú¿, Toronto:
Garamond Press, 1988, at pp. 17-31)

26
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have looked toward the state to help solve the 'problem' of

pornography; hence they can be termed the pro-censorship

feminists. Socialist feminists who oppose the use of the

state in censoring pornography can be described as

anti-censorship ferninists" Marxist theory has been subsumed

under feminism more generally. As law professor Catharine

MacKinnon states, "[N]o feminism worthy of the name is not

methodologically post-marxist (emphasis in original ) . s

The focus of the feminist critique differs substantially
from both the conservatives and the liberals. Just as there

are differences in the moral values of the conservative in
rel-ation to the liberal r so too, it is argued, are there

differences between men and vromen.4 The female conception of

morality is characLerized in terms of care and

responsibility while the male conception is characterized in
terms of rights and ruIes, which tend to emphasize abstract
pr inc ip1es.

Catharine MacKinnon, Feminism Unmodified: Discourses on
Life and Law, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University press,
1987 , p. 60

a Carol Gi1ligan, Irr À Different Voice, Psycholoqical Theorv
and Women's Development, 1982, cited in K. E. Mahoney,
"Obscenity, MoraIs and the Law: À Feminist Critique",
Ottawa Law Review, VoI. 17, 1984, p. 35; also cited in
Hoffman, "Feminism, Pornography and the Law", p. 517; see
K. À" Lahey, "The Canadian Charter of Rights and
Pornography: Toward a Theory of ActuaI Gender Equa1ity",
New Enqland Law Review, VoI " 20, 1984/85, p" 659



control over children, i]ligitimacy,
abortion, contraception, prostitution and rape, have been

made, interpreted and enforced by men.s Às professor K.

Mahoney points out:

Many laws dealing with morality set one standard
f or men and another f or v¡omen" For example, the
law has treated prostitutes as deviant, labelling
them criminals, but has considered male customers
of female prostitutes to be 'normal', indulging in
a natural urge. Similarly, the law has treated
adultery as a serious offence when committed by
women, yet not when committed by men. Under
Victorian divorce laws, men could êue their wives
for divorce on the ground of aduttery aIone, but
v¡omen v¡ere required to prove adultery along with
bigamy , cruelty, desert ion , incest or other
'unnatural' offences if they were to get a
divorce. 6

Hi stor ically ,

property, divorce,

It is because of this
feminists have developed a

Iaws relating to marriage,

28

marital

hi stor ical inequal i ty that
perspective of their ovrn.

Feminists, who are concerned with egalitarian values in a

corlective senserT state that pornography is about power and

not about sex, as the conservative and liberal philosophies,
which are dominated by men, wourd have us berieve. Exampres

of this thesis are pervasive in feminist literature" For

instance, Andrea Dworkin, in pornographv: Men possessinq

Women, says, "The major theme of pornography as a genre is
male povler, its nature, its magnitude, its use, its

in "Not A Moral Issue",meaning."s Catharine MacKinnon,

Mahoney, "Obscenity, MoraIs

ibid.
and the Law", p. 33

7 Mahoney, "Obscenity and Public policy", p, 75
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states, "À critique of pornography is to feminism what its
def ense is to mal-e supremacy. "s Irene Diamond views

pornography " IP] rimarily as a medium for expressing norms

about male pov¡er and domination which functions as a social
controL mechanism for keeping r¡¡omen in a subordinate

statusooo"1o Lorenne Clark states "...it IpornographyJ both

reflects and reinforces the patterns of socialization
appropriaLe to a system based on the unequal status of the

sexes, in which women are consistently regarded and treated
as the inferiors, and the sexual property, of men."l 1

By emphasising equality as the determinant criterion,
many feminists are able to distinguish between liberating
egalitarian images, which are defined as 'erotica', and

those that involve degradation. Erotica is defined as "a
mutually pleasurable, sexual expression between people who

have enough po$rer to be there by positive choice" whereas

"its Ipornography'sJ message is violence, dominance, and

conguesL. It is sex being used to reinforce some

inequality, or to create one, or to tell us that pain and

humiliation (ours or someone else's) are really the same as

pleasure. " 1 2 Pornography is defined as:

8 Dworkin, Pornography: Men Possessinq Women, p" 24

s MacKinnon, "Not À Moral Issue", p. 321

r 0 I rene Diamond, "Pornography and Repress ion :
Reconsideration", Signs: Journal of Women in Culture
Society, Summer 1980, p. 686

I 1 Lorenne M. G. Cj-ark, "Liberalism and pornography",
Pornoqraphy and Censorship, p" 55

A
and
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represents or
degrading or
participants
degradation.

verbal or pictorial material which
describes sexual behaviour that is
abusive to one or more of the

in such a way as to endorse the
(emphasis in original) 1 3

or

Pornography is a presentation, whether live,
simulated, verbal, pictorial, filmed or
videotaped, or otherwise represented, of sexual
behaviour in which one or more participants are
coerced overtly or impl ic i tly, i nto
participation; or are injured or abused
physically or psychologically; or in which an
imbalance of power is obvious, or implied by
virtue of the immature age of any participant or
by contextual aspects of the representation, and
in which such behaviour can be taken to be
advocated or endorsed. l a

Distinctions are also made between pornography and sex

educat ion, which would incl-ude inf ormat ion on reproduct ion ,

and between

is the use of

aspecLs of the

contraception, abortion and masturbation;

pornography and moral realism" Moral realism

which, although they may containmater ials
above def initions, because of the context within which they

are shown are meant to be educational. Àn example would be

12 Gloria Steinam, "Erotica and Pornography: À Clear and
Present Difference", in Take Back the Niqhtr pp. 35-39;
but cf . Dworkin, pornoqra-phvf-Meñ--poæínq- fro*.n, at
preface, "In the male system, erotica is a subcategory
of pornography"; see also M. Kostash, "Second Thoughts"
in Women Aqainst Censorship, Varda Burstyn, (ed" ) ,Toronto: Douglas and McIntyre, 1985, "The erotic, in
feminist terms, does not exist. What does exist
is the difference between the more and the less
pornographic: at one end, "snuff" films, ât the other,
Cosmopolítan magazine covers,
crotch shots f rom Penthouse.t'

and somewhere between,

13

14

H" Longino,
Closer Look"

Ridington,
evolved from

"Pornography, Oppression
, in Take Back The Niqht, p.

Freedom From Harm, p, 9:
Longino's definition.

and Freedom: À
43

this definition
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the National Film Board production Not â Love Story: A Film

About Pornography, which was banned in Ontario even though

it provided "a powerful medium for a highly moral fiIm
affirming women's dignity and worth. " I 5 The reason the film
was banned was because the provincial censor board does not

consider the context within which explicit sexuar depictions
take place.

Pornography which reduces v¡omen to sexual objects
perpetuates and reinforces existing stereotypes. This in

itself is an affront to the dignity and equaJ-ity of women.

However, many liberal and radical feminists also make the

claim that pornography is an incitement to violence.

Eysenck and Nias,

Media, conclude:

in their book, Sex, Violence and the

Where the context is hostile to v¡omen, as most
pornographic films are, we feel that such films
should fall under the category of incitement to
viol-ence towards minority groupsr - even though
women are not a minority group. Neverthel_ess such
films do constitute a clear case of incitement to
maltreat r{omen, downgrade them to a lower status,
regard them as mere sex objects, and elevate male
machismo to a superior position in the scale of
values. 1 6

15

16

t7

Mahoney, "Obscenity and Public PoIicy", p. 82

H. J. Eysenck and D. K. B" Nias, Sex, Vio1ence,
Media, London: Spector, 1978: similar allegati
be dealt with more completely in the next chapter

Bakan, "Pornography, Law and Moral Theory"

and the
ons will
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Joel Bakan 1 7 argues that in addition to the liberal
notion of 'offence' as articulated by Hart and Feinberg,

there are two feminist theses, Lhat contend that pornography

causes harm to individual women, which are consistent with
liberalism. The 'offense' thesis, as articulated by

liberals like Hart and Feinberg, regards pornography as a

'nuisance' when forced upon unwilling individuals:
SexuaL intercourse between husband and wife is not
immoral, but if it takes place in public, it is an
affront to public decency" Homosexual intercourse
between consenting adults is immoral according to
conventional Iconservative] morality, but not an
affront to public decency, though it would be if
it took place in public.18

sirnilarry, Feinberg argues that the only justifiable reason

for restricting al1eged1y obscene materials is to protect
unwilling individuals from exposure to 'expression' or

activities which they find offensive or irritating:
[eJornography, at its worst, is not so much a
menace as a nuisance, and that the moral right of
legislatures to restrict it derives from, and is
limited by, the same principles that morally
entitle the state to command ov¡ners of howling
dogs to stop their racket, to punish owners of
fertilizing plants for letting odors escape over a
whole town, to prohibit indecent exposure andpublic defecation, and so on. le

The two feminist theses articulated by Bakan are the

provocation thesis and the direct harrn thesis " The

provocation thesis deals with the harm that may result by

the potential of pornography to provoke misogynist behaviour

18

19

Hart, @, Libertv and Morality, p. 45

Joel Feinberg, "Pornography and the
University of Pittsburqh Law Review, VoI.
568

Criminal Law" t40, 1979 r p"
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in men. 20 Catharine Mackinnon notes that "specific
pornography does directly cause some assuafts. Some rapes

are performed by men v¡ith paperback books in thei r

pockets". 21 Further, " o pornography doesn't just drop

out of the sky, go into his head and stop there.

Specifically, men rape, batter, prostitute, molest and

sexually harrass v¡omen".22 The provocation thesis insists
that pornography encourages and incites men to acts of

sexist violence against women.23 On this basis, it is
argued, pornography meets the liberal criteria for harrn and

therefore its restriction is justified.

The direct harm thesis is concerned with the

psychological harm that individual women rnay suffer "by

virtue of their avrareness of a societal practice that
systematically degrades women as a group.24" It alleges that

"the mere existence of certain types of pornography is an

affront to the dignity and integrity of women as a group".2s

Bakan, "Pornography, Law and Moral Theory", p. 11

Catharine À. MacKinnon, "Pornography, Civil Rights, and
Speech", Harvard CiviI Riqhts : Civil Liberties Law
Review, Vol . 20 , .1 985, p . 43; art icle reprinted as
chapter entitled "Francis Bidd1e's Sister" in Catharine
A. MacKinnon, Feminism Unmodif ied: DjSçourses on Life and
Law, Cambriage, t'lassacffietts: HarvarA Univerlty eresn
1987, p. 184. Anecdotal evidence is used to support
this asserti,on.

22 ibid", p. 51 and p" 186 respectively"
23 Bakan, "Pornography, Law and Mora1 Theory", p. 12

2 4 ibid,
25 Bakan, "Pornography, Law and Moral Theory", p, 16; cf.

comment on back cover of Dworkin, Pornosraphv: Men

20

21
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The mere knowledge and awareness that pornography exists is
seen as 'psychological harm'. Liberal and radical feminists
are concerned that women will adopt images of themselves

that are portrayed in pornography:

Violent pornography extols male dominance and
female submissiveness in a v¡orId where many women
are trying to overcome these erroneous beliefs and
prac t ices " Brutal depictions, if allowed to
flourish, may finally lead v¡omen to accepÈ the
idea that male-female relationships are prémised
on terror, violence, and cruelty (emphasis in
original)"26

The argument here is that pornography is a type of hate

literature, because it promotes hatred and potentially
threatens violence against an identifiabte group.27

Feminists are especiarly critical of civil libertarians
(whether male or femare) for their failure to recognize the

similarity between degradation of minorities in generar to
that of women in pornographic movies in particular:

Civil libertarians do not recognize that
pornography is hate Iiterature, that it does not
provide harmless titillation but is, in itself an
institution which defines and seIls v¡oman-hatred.
Therefore civil libertarians have long opposed
degrading depictions of racial and minority
groups, but recoil from taking a position against

Possessinq Women, "The question is not: Does pornography
cause violence against Í¡omen? pornography is violence
against women, violence which pervades and distorts
every aspect of culture." (emphasis in original)
Mona Vivar, "The New Anti-Female Violent pornography: Is
Moral Condemnation the Only Justifiable Response?", Law
and Psycholoqy Review, VoI" 7, 1982r p. 63 cited in
Bakan, "Pornography, L.aw and Moral Theory", p. 18; cf .
Longino, "Pornography, Oppression and Freedõm", ó . 46
"Women, too, are crippled by internalizing as
self-images those that are presented to us by
pornographers".

Ridington, Freedom From Harm or Freedom of Speech?, p. 43

26

27
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an industry which profits from encouraging the
violent abasement of women.28

The analysis of pornography as hate Iiterature
(discrimination on the basis of sex ) along with the

allegation that pornography causes harm to women has

resuLted in attempts at legislation which would address

these concerns. Catharine MacKinnon and radical feminist

Àndrea Dworkin drafted legíslation in Minneapolis and

rndianapolis which would enabre individuars to initiate a

civil action on the grounds that harm had resulted from the

behaviour of others who had been provoked by pornography.2e

The position that pornography harms some women and that
the existence of pornography is a relevant factor in the

oppression of v¡omen is generally accepted by both liberal
feminists and radicar feminists.3o However, whereas radical
feminists view pornography as "the essence of a sexist
social order, its quintessential social act 'r,3 1 liberal

feminists view the discrimination caused by pornography as a

28 open Road, "Pornography
Summer , 1979, cited in
43

: Feminists Breach the Barrier",
Ridington, Freedom From Harm, p"

2s The Minneapolis legislation was vetoed by the mayor after
being passed by the city council on two occasions. The
Indianapolis legislation was passed and then immediately
challenged in court where i t v¡as struck down as
unconstitutional, A,merican Booksellers, Inc" vo Hudnut,
11 Media Law Reports 1 1 05 , 1984 (cited in MacKinnon,
"Pornography, Civil Rights, and Speech", Harvard Civil
Riqhts - Civil Liberties Law Review, Vol. 20, 1985, p:-ZT

30 Lahey, "Actual Gender Equa1ity", p. 671

31 MacKinnon, "Not A Moral Issue", p" 335
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cultural form of gendered socialization r 3 2 and therefore

they look towards empowering the state to redress these

'wrongs' (through prohibition or greater regulation ) while

radical feminists look towards empowering womenr33 through

civil action, to seek compensation for the harms that are

caused by pornography.

Socialist feminists are critical of any usage of the

state whether in criminal or civil-type actions. They fear

that the state, which is in itself an institution of male

dominance, will inevitably be used against vromen: right-wing
forces wiII adopt the rhetoric of the pro-censorship

feminists and eventually use their arguments to further
their own 'mora1 causes'.34

Socialist feminists do not agree with many of the

contentions of the Iiberal or radical feminists; hence, they

are opposed to the use of Lhe state in censoring

pornography. Central amongst these disputes is the role of
pornography in the creation and maintenance of the civil
inequality of the sexes"3s Although pornography is seen as

32 Lacombe, Ideoloqy and Public Policy, p" 19

33 Lahey, "Àctual Gender Equality"r pp" 671-675
34 Susan Cole, "Review (women Àgainst Censorship)", Canadian

Journal of Women and the Law, VoI. 1 , 1 985, p . 235,
refers to this fear of right-wing abuse as "future tense
panic", which tends to "confuse Lhe present with the
possible". Unfortunately with respect to the
Indiannapolis legislation proposed by MacKinnon and BilI
C-54 as proposed by the Conservative government in
Canada, the "possible" became the "actuaI".

3 s À. Snitow, "Retrenchment Versus Transformation: The



playing a role in the oppression of r¡¡omen,

hardly be ca1led the 'quintessential act':
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this role can

The socialist feminist analysis of pornography
is more powerful than radical feminists'

because it tries to articulate pornography within
the context of patriarchal and capitalist social
relat ions. Part of the relat ionship between
patriarchy and capitatism regarding pornography is
presented in the following way. Patriarchy is
setting the rules for sexuãIity in society whãreas
capitalism, by marketing sexual presentations,
sells the ideology implied in patriarchy. It is
also argued that the messages implied in
pornography are .not only selling the ideology of
male domination/female submission" They -ãtso
imply that various accessories such as high heeIs,
mini-skirts, jewels, leather ctothes and
underv¡ear, S & M equipment r âs well as countless
additional attributes such as big breasts, long
pen i ses , and hairless bodies wilI increase one's
sexuality. It is, therefore, suggested that
capitalism not only reinforces patriarchy but also
reinf orces i ts ovln economic interests by
commodi fy i ng the patriarchal c ontent of
pornography. The interaction between patriarchy
and capitalism is consequently characterized by
the commodification of sexuality and the
sexualization of comrnodities. (emphasis added) 3 6

This commodification of sexuarity and sexualization of

commodities is exploitative of both men and women and is
implicit in many sexual presentations such as commercials,

television programs rike soap operas, advertisements in a

variety of media and mainstream movies.37 If
is to be made, the social feminists argue,

social change

then i t woul-d

Women

make more sense to challenge the sexist attitudes and

Politics of Lhe Antipornography Movement", in
Aqainst Censorship, Burstyn (ed. ) , pp " 107-120

36 Lacombe, Ideolosy and PubIic Policv, pp. 79-80
37 ibid. , p. 80; see Stee1e, L. ,Gendering in the Mass Media",

Censorshipr pp. 58-78

"A Capita1
in Women

Idea:
Aqa i nst
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tobehaviours inherent in the above representations than

focus exclusively on pornography"3s

socialist feminists also argue that radical feminists
are confusing fact and fantasy: image and reality,.s Many of

the themes of dominance and even rape which are purportedly

common in pornography are also common in another genre,

namely, the so called 'romance novels' . ao

with respect to the charge that pornography exploits
s¡omen, Deidre English posits the opposite conclusion:

Ac tual Iy , since there are so few women (but
hundreds of thousands of pictures of them), the
overwhelming feeling is one of the commercial
exploitation of male sexual desire. There it is,
embarrassingly desperate, tormented, demeaning
itself, begging for relief, taking any
substitute, and paying for it" Men who live for
this are suckers, and their uncomfortable
demeanor shows they know it.
can detach yourself
tragic they appear. a 1

If as a r,Jomanr you
you see how totally

Even though it may be women who are subordinated in some

forms of pornography, in an economic sense, it is male

sexual and sometimes aggressive desire which is being

exploited for commercial gain.

38
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Lacombe, Ideolosy and Public Policy, p" 80

S" Diamond, "Pornography: Image and Reality",
Àqainst Censorshipr pp. 40-57

in Women

40 Hoffman, "Feminism, Pornography and Law" r p " 527 ,"Yet, what excites women's fantasies in romance is the
very same rnale pohrer that pornography glori f ies" ; B.
Faust, Women, Sex and Pornoqraphy: À Controversial
Studv, New York: Putnam, 1981, p. 98; cf. Donnerstein et
aI, The Ouestion of Pornoqraphy, pp. 108-109

D. EngIish, "The Politics of porn: Can Feminists Walk the
Line", Mother Jones, Vol. 5, 1980, p. 49

41
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It has even been suggested by a number of authors, that,
as far as securing and maintaining the subservient status of

women, there is no greater example than the Bible. a 2

Consequently, in this sense, the feminist critique of the

conservative perspective with regard to pornography is
similar to the liberal position" The emphasis on traditional
Christian val-ues perpetuates an inferior role for women.

This inequality is structurally reinforced in a society in
which men have disproportionate control over most aspects of

1ife. In this sense, the socialist feminist analysis appears

to resonate with more validity because of its refusal to
ascribe to pornography the 'guintessence' which the radical
feminists do. stirl, the emphasis which feminists in general

place on equality in their analysis has shifted the focus

a$ray from 'sexual prurience' and 'sexual immorality' which

have traditionally dominated the debate. This has provided

conceptual crarification with respect to the differences
between pornography, erotica, sex education materials and

moral realism"

The liberal feminist and radical feminist view has

further challeged the traditional liberar perspective which

is reructant to acknowledge that pornography causes harm to
women. These feminists maintain that pornography causes

42 Hawkins and Zimring, Pornoqraphy in a Free Societv¡ p.
163; V. Burstyn, "political precedents ana tqorã1
Crusades: Women, Sex and the State", in Women Aqainst
Censorshipr pp. 4-41; TheIma McCormack, "The Censorship
of Pornography: Catharsis or Learning?", Àmerican Journal
of Orthopsvchiatry, Vol. 58, No. 4, 1988r p. 502



tangible harm to women ¡ âs articulated
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i n bot.h t.he

provocation thesis and the direct harm thesis, which meets

the liberal 'harm to others' criteria. pornography is viewed

as a form of sex discrimination as werl as an incitement to
violence. These alregations are worthy of further anarysis

because if pornography does indeed cause demonstrable harm

of this sort, then it can be prohibited on liberal grounds

which resonate with greater theoretical val-idity than does

the conservative view, wi th i ts over emphas i s on

emotionarism. Àn examination of the empirical research is
neóessary to investigate these allegations.
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Chapter III
AGGRESSTON A3{D SEXUAL PAT}TOLOGY

If a case is to be made against "pornography" in
1970, it will have to be made on grounds other
than demonstrated effects of a damaging personal
or social nature. Empirical research designed to
clarify the question häs found no reliable
evidence to date that exposure to explicit sexual
materials plays a significant role in the
causation of delinquent or criminal sexual
behaviour among youth or adu1ts. l

There is a plethora of empirical data in the
social science field which indicates that exposure
to pornography as defined in the ordinance has a
negative impact on the behaviour of the viewer in
terms of his attitudes and perceptions toward
women as well as his willingness to aggress
against them. By mixing misogyny and violence
with sexuality, pornography exerts powerful
behavioural conditioning on its male viewers which
in turn affects the treatment of vlomen in our
society. This becomes quite apparent when some of
the major studies are examined" 2

Which of the above two statements is true? ls it possible

that sociar science research courd yield such contrasting
conclusions? Or perhaps the pornography discussed in the

t The Report of
1970, p. 169,

the Commission on
herein after cited

2 Defendants' memorandum from
Association vu Hudnut e 1984, ci
The Ouestion of Pornoqraphy, Þ" I

Obscenity and
as 1970 Commi

Pornoqraphy r
ssion Report

A,merican Booksellers
ted in Donnerstein et al,

-41
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first quote is different in kind from that referred to in

the second? Or are both conclusions unwarranted considering

the 'facts' at issue? ln this chapter the findings of the

The Report of the Commission on Obscenity and pornoqraphv

(1970), will be reviewed and assessed in light of the

studies that have been done since that time; studies which

some have 'interpreted' as yielding the conclusions stated
in the defendants' memorandum in American Bookserrers

Àssociation v" Hudnut in Indianapolis in 1984.3

Tt must be stated at the outset here that it is a liberal
assumption that 'harm' must be of a 'demonstrable' nature

that may or may not be discernable by empirical research.

Prior to the establishment of the commission on obscenitv
and Pornoqraphv (1970), there was very littIe empirical
research that dealt with sexually explicit materiars.a The

'Majority Report' became the 'culturar truth' for more than

a decade and was acclaimed continually in the "liberal
social science community for having definitivery documented

the benignity of pornography.s" As noted in chapters 1 and

2, one of the most important considerations with respect to
the debate over, and study of, pornography is definitionaf
in nature. The 1970 Presidential Commission believed that
the word 'pornography' denoted disapprovar so they preferred

to use the phrases 'explicit sexual materials', 'sexually

J

4

For instance,

Donnerstein et

Irene Diamond,

law professor Catharine MacKinnon.

ã1, The Ouestion of Pornography, p. 23

"Pornography and RepressioD", p. 691
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oriented materials' and 'erotic materials'.6

The research with respect to pornography and aggression

fal1s within two working models: 1) the catharsis (arso

called psychoanalytic or Freudian ) model and 2) the

behaviourar (a1so ca11ed imitation or learning) moder.T The

catharsis model- suggests that pornography cannot change our

inherent sexual nature, buL can help resolve inner

conflicts by providíng a 'safety valve' for aggressive or

anti-sociar forces.s some of the underlying assumptions of

this theory are that human beings, especially maIes, are

aggressive by nature and that sublimation of these urges is
necessary Lo society; furthermore, sex and aggression are

more closely related in the male than in the female. With

respect to pornography, the catharsis model suggests that
"the more you see, the less you do " o The behavioural

model on the other hand says that aggression is a socially
Iearned behaviour rather than 'instinctual', hence, "the

6 The Report of the Commission, p. 5, fn. 4, " opornography . denotes subjective disapproval
rather than their content or effect", ; but see
Richards, "Free Speech and Obscenity Law"r pp. 47-59

A number of researchers use either one or the other or
combination of these terms to discuss the research; see
Thelma McCormack, "The Censorship of pornography:
Catharsis or Learning"; TheIma McCormack, "Machismo in
Media Research" , Soc ial Problems , VoI . 25, No. 5 , 1978
Diamond, "Pornography and Repression"; p. B. Bart and M.
Jozsa, "Dirty Books, Dirty Films, and Dirty Data", Take
Back the Niqht; D. English, "The politics of porn", Uotfier
Jones, VoI. 5, 1980; S. H. Gray, "Exposure to pornography
and Aggression Toward Women! The Case of the Angry Ma1e,',
Social Problems, Vol. 29, No" 4, 1982

McCormack, "Machismo in Media Research", p. 545; see
Gray, "Exposure to PornograÞhy", p. 387
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more you see, Lhe more you do".

The 1970 Report consisted of a number of di fferent
studies: 1 ) att itude studies; 2) retrospect ive studies; 3 )

experimental raboratory studies; and 4) sociar indicator
statistics. A public opinion study (attitude study)

indicated that only 2 percent of Àmericans thought that the

avairability of sexually expricit material vras one of the

"two or three most serious problems facing the country

today". s Considering that most people replied that the

vietnam war ( S¿ %) , the economy (gZ %) , breakdown of 1aw

and order (20 %) , and drugs (20 %) r4rere more important,

this does not necessarily mean that sexually explicit
materials are not important, only that one must consider

the social context within which the question is phrasedlo

Further attitude surveys on the effects of sexualry explicit
materiars indicated that most respondents considered the

effects to be harmless. 1 1 It is equally important to
remember that opinion data telr us very little about the

empi r icar consequences of these mater ials . 1 2 For instance ,
even in situations where respondents thought that erotica
had negative effects, these effects vrere assumed to happen

to other people"l3

s 1970 Commission Report, pp. 187-188"

1o ibid., at p. xii of introduction by C. Barnes.
11 ibid., pp. 190-191

12 Diamond, "Pornography and RepressioD", p" 692

r3 Donnerstein et al, The Ouestion of pornoqraphy, p. 27
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À number of retrospective studies, which examined the

past histories of individuals, were conducted. These

included the use of convicted sex offenders and control
groups" The results of these studies indicate that rapists
report l-ess exposure to sexual materials during adolescence

compared to the controL group.la Feminists have continuarry
challenged these studies on numerous grounds. one of the

most frequently repeated is that such a study is
insignificant because 'sex offenders or rapists are not much

different from the general male population.ls

The experimental laboratory studies on the effects of

sexuarly explicit materiars with respect to attitudes,
arousal and behaviour indicated that exposure tended to
produce more liberal and more tolerant attitudes, that
males tended to become more aroused, and that normal sexual

activity increased temporarily"t6 overexposure red to
boredom. 1 7

Only one series of studies examined the effects of

erotica on aggressive behaviour.ls This study found that

14 ibid., p. 264

1s Bart and Jozsa, "Dirty Books, Dirty Data", pp.
see MacKinnon, "Pornography and Speech", p. 53,
normal men more closely resemble convicted
attitudinally, although as a group they don't
that different from them to start v¡ith".

Àrousal as
Techn ical

21 1 -21 2;
tt 

.

rapi sts
Iook all

16 Donnerstein et aI, The Ouestion of pornographv¡ pp. 23-37
17 ibid., p. 29

I I P. H. Tannenbaum, "Emotional
Erotic Communication Effects",

a Mediator of
Report of the
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subjects were more likeIy to exhibit aggressive behaviour

(in the form of administering shocks) to a confederate after
viewing an 'erotic' film sequence as opposed to a 'neutral'
film sequence. In this case the confederate angered the

subjects prior to the viewing of the films. However, the

subjects acted in more positive ways to the confederate if
their initial encounter was friendly"ls

One study2o found that males with highly 'sex-calloused'
attitudes experienced a reduction in these attitudes after
viewing erotic films. Sex calloused males also reported

greater arousal. The researcher concluded that:
Following the viewing of the films, the males had
less need to endorse cal-loused attitudes If
this interpretation does stand the test of further
research, it would add some support to the
argument that pornography may serve a function as
an outlet or safety valve. 2 1

The results of this experiment, which aIlegedly demonstrated

the 'cathartic' effect of sexually explicit materials,
represented the overall general tone of the 'Majority
ReporL' .

Commission on Obscenity and Pornoqraphv, Vo1. I ,Washington, D. C.: U.S" c. P" O., 1970

Donnerstein et â1, The Ouestion of Pornoqraphyr pp" 31-32

D. L. Mosher, "Psychological Reactions to pornographic
FiIms", Technical Report of the Commission on Obscenity
and Pornoqraphv, Vo1. I
ibid. , p. 255

l9

20

21
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The Commission also relied on social indicator statistics
especially from Denmark where pornography had been

decriminalized in the sixLies. 2 z The increase in

availability of pornography resulted in apparently lower

incidence of rape and other sex crimes. However, upon

closer examination there was not a decrease in rape. By

lumping rape together with flashers, 'peeping Toms', and

other milder 'sex crimes' , the statistics were

mi sleading. 2 3

Most of the materials studied by the Commission on

obscenitv and PornoqraÞhv (1970) were of a non-violent
nature, consequentry this vras one of the major criticisms
leveled against the Report.2a Feminists argue that the

Report is outdated because of its failure to consider much

of pornography which is violent. However, it is important

in this case that an assessment of such materials be

included because they contain non-violent sexuarly expricit
images that are considered pornographic by conservatives;

Ehat are currently considered obscene under provisions of

22 B. Kutchinsky, "Sex Crimes and pornography in Copenhagen:
A Survey of Àttitudes", Technical Reports of the
Commission on Obscenity and pornoqraphv, vol" l, 1970

z3

24

Bart and Jozsa, "Dirty Books, Dirty Films and Dirty
Data", p" 208; cf. I . Diamond, "pornography and
Repression", p" 697

V" B. Cline (ed.) Where Do yôu Draw the Line?, provo,
Utah: Brigham Young uñGs-itv press, 1g7+: crine v¡as a
major contributor to the 'Minority Report' (see fn. 61-63
and text at pp" 21-22, Chapter 1 above); Bart and Jozsa,
"Dirty Books, Dirty FiIms, and Dirty Data", Take Back
The Niqht, p. 207



the Crímínal Code; and that are also included

definition of pornography in Bill C-54.
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the

Another major criticism of the 1970 commission Report was

based on the observation that in 1969, the president's

commission on the causes and Prevention of violence accepted

the view that people could 'learn' to be violent from the

mass media i how could exposure to pornography not promote

the same sort of. 'behaviour' ? 2 s One possible answer is
supplied by Dienstbier26 who suggests that we view the two

phenomena in different ways: violence is an accepted way of

dealing with conflict in the real worrd while sex is rarery
discussed and is often associated with guitt and shame.

Mass media reinforce our attitudes about violence whire

pornography (at least sexually expricit material) may reduce

our feelings of shame and disgust, in other words, it may

provide a 'cathartic' effect" He also pointed out that the

amount of violence depicted on television is much greater

than that shown in pornography.

Despite Lhe criticisms leveIled at the 1970 Report,

social scientists have qualified its conclusions:

Given the nature of pornography in the 1 960s and
the state of scientific inquiry about pornography
at that t ime, there was probably no other
conclusion the commlsslon could have drawn. The
totality of evidence suggested no effects.2T

1n

tq

26

I. Diamond, "Pornography and Repression", p. 691

R" Dienstbier, "Sex and Viol-ence: Can Research Have It
Both Ways?", Journal of Communication, VoI.27r 1977

Donnerstein et al, The Ouestion of Pornoqraphvr pp" 34-3527
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In order to draw conclusions from the empirical research

done in this field since 1970 it becomes necessary to
formulate some sort ot typology to help classify the

different types of material that various reseachers have

used" Perhaps the best known typology of empirical research

is one developed by Donnerstein, Linz and penrodr2s wilI be

used" This typology consists of the following categories:

Nonviolent sexually explicit stimuli that are either
Iow or high in their tendency to degrade women.

'Erotica' as defined by many feminists would be an

example of low degradation. High degradation wouLd

be demeaning but not expressly violent and would

exclude rape.

Explicit or none¡(plicit sexual aggression against

women, This would include material that portrays the

myth that vromen desire, deserver or benefit from

rape (what is termed 'positive outcome' in the

research) " Some of the material in this category is
of the type that would be permissible under

television broadcast standards.

Sexualized expliciË violence and negative-outcome

1"

2"

?

rape depíctíons.
graphic violence in

This material either depicts

the form of torture, murder or

28 Donnerstein et al, The Ouestion of pornoqraphv; this book
represents the 'leading edge' of research in the field,
and the authors' work is constantly cited in any
discussion dealing with alleged harms of pornographic
material (incruding the work of radicar feminist ånd-taw
professor Catharine MacKinnon).
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mutilation, or graphic or brutal rapes where there
is no indication that the victim enjoyed the rape.

It is important to note that most of the sexualized

violence in the first part of this category comes in

the form of 'R-rated' HoIlywood 'slasher-type'
f ilms.2s

This typology includes materials

considered'pornographic' or

categories do not purport to
However, they provide a useful
most of the material "

that woul-d not normally be

'obscene' , although the

classify all the research.

classification for studying

The types of materiars examined by the 1970 commission

Report, wourd be classified as type 1 non-violent sexuarly

expricit material. À number of studies30 have shown a

modest increase in sexuar behaviour after exposure to
erotica (type 1 ) " one study3 1 in which the participants
were asked to firl out questionnaires concerning their
sexual backgrounds and attitudes towards sex prior to the

2e ibid., pp" 3-5
so R" B. Cattell, G" F. Kawash and G. E. Deyoung,

"validation of objective Measures of Ergic teñsioñ i
Response of the Sex Erg to Visual Stimu1ation", Journal
of Experimental Research in personality, Vol. 6r--1912,
Schmidt, G., "Male - Female Differendes in Sexual Arousai
and Behavior During and Àfter Exposure to Sexually
Explicit Stimu1i", eichives of Sexual Behavior, VoI. 4',
1975; W. À" Fisher and D. Byrne, "IndividuaÍ
Differences in Àffective, Evaluativè, and Behavioral
Responses to An Erotic Fi1m", Journal of Appried social
Psvcholoqv, Vo1. 8, 1978

31 Fisher and Byrne, "Behavioral Responses",
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experiment helped develop another typology" Àfter viewing

an erotic film a second quesLionairre was fil1ed out.
Compared to individuals who rated the f i ]m as

non-pornographic (a1ong a porno-nonporno continuum), those

who reported it as pornographic, also reported more

restrictive sexuaL-socialization and more neqative attitudes
towards sex, and consequently responded to the film more

negativery. rnterestingry, these individuals consistentty
reported the greatest increase in sexual activity. out of

this experirnent came the typology of erotophobes and

erot,ophiles "

Socialized to be apprehensive, inhibited, andguilty about sex, the erotophobe fears
pornography and is relatively conservative in his
or her sexual attitudes and practices. (emphasis
added ) 3 2

In a number of studies, subjects previously angered and

then exposed to some form of erotic stimuration exhibited
increased leve1s of aggressive behaviour.33 These findings
are interpreted on the basis of Bandura's general arousal

model which states that where aggression is a dominant

response, "any source of emotional arousal will tend to

increase aggressive behavior".34 However, with respect to

ibid., p. 364

T. P. Meyer, "The Effects of Sexually Arousing and
Violent Films on Àggressive BehavioF", journal of Sex
Research, vol. 8, 1972; o. Zil1mann, J. L-Tt ana n.
D. Day, "Strength and Duration of the Effects of
Àggressive, Violent and Erotic Communications on
subsequent Aggressive BehavioF", communication Research,
VoL 1, 1974

34 cited in E. Donnerstein and G. BarreL, "Effects of Erotic

32

JJ
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was necessary for a

facilitative effect.

Conversely, there are a number of studies which have

shown a reduction of aggression after exposure to erotic
stimuli.3s 1n response to the contradictions between these

studies, in that erotica has both facilitated and inhibited
aggressive behaviour, Donnerstein et a1s6 proposed that
erotica possesses two components, arousaL and attentional
shift: depending on the intensity of the stimuli, erotica
could either facilitate an increase in aggression or a shift
in attention away from anger. However, once again prior
anger arousal- was a key constituent in these experiments.

Whereas most of these

erotica and aggression

work began to focus on

experiments dealt with the issue of

in a general manner, more recent

explicit materials with
content (type 2 explicit. sexual aggression), in

aggress 1 ve

order to

MaIe Aggression Toward Femal-es", Journal- of
and Socia1 Psvcholoqy, Vol.36, No. 2r 1978,

3s R. A. Baron, "Aggression-Inhibiting I nfluences of
Heightened Sexuai- Àrousa1", Journal of personality and
Social Psvcholoqv, VoI, 30, 1974; a" À. garon and p- À.
8e11, "Effects of Heightened Sexual Àrousal on physical
Aggression", Proceedings of the 8'1st Annual Convention of
the American Psycholoqical Àssociation , 197 3; S. zTlfrnann
and B" S. Sapolsky, "What Mediates the Effect of Mild
Erotica on Annoyance and Hostile Behavior in Males?",
.IournaI Of Personalitv and Social psvcholoqv, Vol. 35,
1977

3 6 E. Donnerstein, M. Donnerstein and R. Evans, "Erotic
Stimuli and Àggression: Facilitation or InhibitioD",
Journal ç1! Personalitv and Social psvcholoqv, VoI. 32,TT-

Stimuli on
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see whether such mater ial would fac i 1 i tate att i tudi na1

changes or even cause aggressive acts against women.37 These

studies found that men exposed to aggressive erotica (rape

film) created more aggressive sexual fantasies (including

rape fantasies ) than a group of men exposed to
non-aggressive erotica r 3s especially where there was a

'positive' outcome; that there was a ressened sensitivity to
rape as well as an increased acceptance of rape myths and

interpersonal violence against women.3e other studies4o have

found that exposure to aggressive erotica has caused

increases i'n aggression towards r\'omen ( in a raboratory
setting). These studies are important for another reason

since they are the ones most commonry cited by feministsal
who arso believe that violence has become a prevalent theme

37 N. Malamuth and E. Donnerstein "The Effects of Aggressive
Erotic Stimuli", Advance in Experimental Socia1
Psvchol-oqv, Vol. 15 , 1982; N. Malamuth and J" Check,
"Sexual Àrousal to Rape and Consenting Depictions: The
Importance of the Women's Àrousal", Journal of Àþnormal
Psycholoqv, VoI. 89, 1980; N. t'lalamutËlEãpe Fanæã
as a Function of Exposure to Violent Sexual Stimuli ",Archives of Sexual Behavior, Vol. 1 0, 1981; E.
Donnerstein and L. Berkowitz, "Victim Reactions in
Àggressive Erotic Films as a Factor in viorence Àgainst
Women", Jgrlçna1 of personalitv and Social psychõIoqv,
voI. 41,1981

38 Mal-amuth, "Rape Fantasies"
3s Malamuth and Check, "Sexual Àrousal"
4o E " Donnerstein and L " Berkow ítz , "Vict im React ions in

Aggressive Erotic Firms as a Factor in viorence Àgainst
women", Jorl!nal of Personaritv and sociaL psvcholoqy,
Vol. 41 , 1981 ; N" Malamuth and E. DonnersEein, "ttreEffects of Àggressive Pornographic Mass Media stimuri",
Àdy?nces in Experimental SociaI psvcholoqv, VoI. 15,
1982; E" Donnerstein, "pornography: JEs Effects on
Violence Against Women", in N" Malarnuth and E.
Donnerstein (eds. ), Pornoqraphv and sexuar Àggression,
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in pornography. 4 2

Two studies are commonly cited by feminists to support

their allegations that pornography is increasingly more

violent " The first study is a longitudinal study by

Maramuth and Spinnera3 in which the content (pictorials and

cartoons) of. Ptayboy and Penthouse from 1973-1977 were

analyzed" This study found that violent images had

increased from a total of one percent to five percent over

the period in question. Ànother study by SmithA4 analyzed

'adults only' paperbacks between 1968-1974. It was noted

that rape with no negative outcomes had doubled during the

six years in question and that one third of all sexual

interactions described in these books was 'coerced'. It is
precisery because of studies rike these that feminists
contend that erotic violence has become the major theme in
pornography. However more recent studies may not support

this contention. scottas examined the revel of violence in

New York: Academic Press, 1984

41 See MacKinnon, "Not a Moral rssue", p. 324, fn. 9 andp. 340, f n. 59

I. Diamond, "Pornography and Repression"; Bart and
Jozsa, "Dirty Books, Dirty Films and Dirty Data";

N" Malamuth and E. Spinner, "À Longitudinal Content
Anaì-ysis of Sexual Violence in the Best Selling Erotica
l,tlagazines" , Journal of Sex Research, VoI . 16, 1 980

42

43

44 D. Smith, "The Social Content of pornography", Journal
Communication, VoI " 26, 1976

of

45 J. E. Scott, "Àn Updated Longitudinal Content Analysis
of Sex References in Mass Media Circulation Magazines",
cited in The Ouestion of Pornoqraphvr p. 89
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Prayboy from 1954 to 1983 and concluded that levels of

viorence peaked in 1977 and since then the levels have

actuarly dropped" similarly, Sladea6 found that the revel
of both rape (5%) and violence (10%) tra¿ remained constant

from 1915 to 1972. Àn even more recent study conducted in

British columbia by ParysaT analyzed the content of 150

random video - tapes that were either classified as 'Triple
x' or 'Àdult'. 'Triple X' videos show explicit and graphic

sex whereas 'Adult' videos do not show explicit sex. The

videos in question v¡ere produced between 1979 and 1983.

Palys notes that contrary to initiar expectations the

'Adult' videos consistentlv showed more aggression, sexual

violence and domination of women (type 3 sexuarized explicit
viorence) than the 'Tripre x' videos in which sexual

violence had actuarry decreased in the period in question.

ÀIso, the 'TripIe X' videos showed more scenes of

'consensual' sex (type-1 low degradation) as opposed to
scenes of 'coerced' sex ( type 2 nonexpl ic it sexual

aggression) in the 'Àdult' videos.

I n reviewing many of the studies 1i sted above,

Donnerstein et a1 a I state:

4b

47

48

J" Slade, "Violence in the
Film: Àn Historical Survey",
VoI. 34, 1 984

T. S. Palys, "Test ing the
Content of Video Pornography",
27, 19g6

Donnerstein,
Pornography,

Core Pornographic
of Communication,

Hard
Journal

Common Vti
Canadi an

sdom: The Social
Psychologv, Vo1.

Linz and Penrod, The Ouestion of
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At least for now, v¡e cannot legitimately conclude
that pornography has become more violent since the
time of the 1970 obscenity and pornography
commission It is probably the case that
the sheer quant i ty of violent and nonviolent
pornographic materials that are for sale or rent
in the United States has increased over the last
1 5 years . Undoubtedly, the ready
availability of all forms of sexually explicit
materials makes it much easier today to come in
contact with those materials that are sexually
violent. In other wordsr w€ may be more avrare of
the sexually violent forms of pornography because
all forms of pornography are more prevalent than
they once were. 4 e

The point here is not to diminish the fact that violent
pornography may be harmful but rather to make it clear that
violent pornography is not the most common form of sexuarry

expricit materiar that many feminists would have us berieve.
For instance. the Badgley Committee, in its content

anarysis of sexually explicit materiar, revealed that onry

1. 2 percent of the photographs depicted "elements of force
against victim, violence, [or] use of weapons" and only 3"

7 percent of the text invol-ved "elements of force against
victim, violence, Ior] use of weaponstt.5o

4s ibid., p. 91

so cited in s.i. A. Fischer, "The Emperor Has No Clothes: On
the Fraser and Badgley committees' Rejection of social
Scientific Research on Pornography", in J. Lowman, M. A.
Jackson, T. S. Palys and S. Gavigan (eds. ), Requlatinq
Sex: Àn ÀÐtholoqy of Commentaries on the Findinqs and
Recommendations of the Badqlev and Frasei lglgrtr,Burnaby, B. C": Schoo1 of Criminology, Simon Fraser
University, 1 986, p. 1 68

sl one of the first feminists to make this charge was Robin
Morgan I'ho coined the phrase "pornography is the theory,
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Another common claim is that pornography causes rape.sl
Two studiess2 found that men exposed to pornography that
combined sex and violence (type 2 and type 3) became more

aroused and less sympathetic to the victims" However, the

most startling revelations from these studies !¡ere that
approximately 50 percent of the males indicated that they

might commit rape or sexual coercion if Lhey were assured

that no adverse conseguences wouLd resul-t (ie. if they were

assured that they would not be caught). Àlthough this may

not present a very complimentary view of male sexuality it
is hard to attach too great a significance to such studies.
For instance if we were to ask a wide group of individuals
whether they would: 1 ) forge a winning lottery t icket ;

2)rob a bank; 3)cheat on their income tax, should we be

surprized at their answers in the assured absence of any

negative consequences. Herein Iies one of the major

criticisms of empirical laboratory research.

sociologist rherma Mccormack is one of the strongest
critics of the way in which social scientific research has

been conducted and interpreted by various individuals to
support their positions. Just as feminists have shown us

how important it is to consider the contexÈ within which

and rape the practice".
s2 S. Feshback and N" Malamuth, "Sex and Aggression:

Proving the Link" , Psycholoqy Today, VoI. 12, 1978; N.
Malamuth and J. Check
Responses to Rape as
Reactions", Journal
10, 1gg0

"Peni1e Tumescence and Perceptual
Function of Victim's Perceived

Applied Social Psvcholoov, Vol.

t
a

of
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explicit depictions occur, so too is it important to
consider the cont,ext v¡ithin which most of the empirical
research takes place.

Briefly, the empirical studies of pornography
show that men who (a) are prone to violence and(b) have traditional sex-rolê attitudes are more
likeIy in a (c) experimental situation after they
have first been provoked by a confederate and havé
been shown a pornography film and are then (d)
invited to express aggression wiII (e) express
more aggression toward women than men (f) in the
absence of gly other opportunities for expressing
aggression. s 3

The problem with much of thi
by McCormack and others r 

5 4

within which most of

take place is so

s empirical research, as noted

is that the laboratory setting
these pornography-aggression

unlike the 'real' world that it
place too much credence in thei r f indings.
these studies use stimuli that are atypical (as

violent pornography is not the norm), subjects

single aggressive response open to them,

in fact encouraged to aggress by the

exper iments

i s hard Lo

Typically,
noted above,

have only a

subjects are

s3 T. McCormack "porn Not the Cause", letter to theEditor, Globe and Mail, Jan . 25, 'l 988; see McCormack,
"Making Sense of the Research on pornography", glomen
Aq?ilst Censorshipr pp" 1 82-2052 This study was
originally prepared for the Metroporitan Toronto Task
Force on Pubric violence Àgainst women and children, who
upon receipt of same, decided to disregard it because it.
did not support the view that "pornography is the theory,rape is the practice". Not only did the Task Force
disregard this study, but it arso commissioned another
study from David scottr âD anti-pornography activist who
in his zear to suppress pornography hàs been accused ofmisinterpreting empirical data: see Donnerstein et a1,
The Ouestion of Pornographv, p. 101

54 Ì^¡. À. Fisher, "The Emperor Has No Clothes"; Gray, S.,
"Exposure to Pornography and Aggression Toward womeñi rrte
Case of the Angry Ma1e", Socia1 problems, VoI " 29, 19Bz
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experimenters in a punishment free environment. AIso, in

experiments in which male arousal to violent pornography is
measured, a plethysmograph (a device placed around the

penis) is used, which in and of itself may cause arousal,

Grey also argues that with respect to sex offenders, these

persons are able to create their own sexual connotations

from a wide variety of materials. similarly Goldstein and

Kant report:

A problem thaL arises in studying reactions to
pornography among sex offenders is that they
appear to generate their own pornography from
nonsexual stimuli . the sex offender .
reads sexual meanings into images that would be
devoid of erotic connotations for the normal
person. s s

A good example is provided by Murphy:

I t i s for thi s reason that books , pictures,
charades, rituals, the spoken word, can and do
Iead directly to conduct harmful to the self
indulging in it and to others. Heinrich
Pommerenke, who was a rapist, abuser, and mass
slayer of women in Germany, was prompted to his
series of ghastly deeds by Cecil B" DeMitle's The
Ten Commandments. During the scene of the Jewish
v¡omen dancing abouL the Golden CaIf, all doubts
of his lif e came clear: ï¡omen !¡ere the source of
the world's trouble and it vras his mission to both
punish them for this and to execute them. Leaving
the theatre, he slew his first victim in a park
nearby. John George Haigh, the gritish vampire
who sucked his victims' blood through soda straws
and dissolved their drained bodies is acid baths,
first had his murder-inciting dreams and
vampire-longings from watching the "voluptuous"
procedure of an Ànglican High Church
Service! (emphasis in original) s6

55 M" J. Goldstein and H. S. Kant, pornoqraphy and Sexual
Deviance, Berkeley: University of California erãssr 1911;
p. 31

s 6 E. F. Murphy, "The Va1ue of pornography" , l^layne Law
Review, VoI " 1 0, 1964 r p. 668, cited in nerger,
"Pornography r Sex and Censorship" , pornoqraphy and



It is not clear whether the stimulus

behaviour is one that represents sexuaJ-ity

material (Uottr type 2 and type 3 non-explicit)
f ound on tel-evision ( in the f orm of soap operas ) ,

60

t induces such

aggression "

This

s often

romance

"Sexuality, Gender Relations and
of Free Expression", Regulating Sex,

tha

or

Criticisms aside, if we are to place any significance on

empirical studies at aII, then an analysis of recent

experiments that deal with the effects of non-explicit
sexualized violence or aggression is necessary.

I

I

novels' , and in theatrically released productions.5T

Maramuth and check5s conducted a fietd experiment in which

one group of subjects was shown two sexually aggressive

movies, The Getaway and Swept Away, while another control
group was shown two neutral feature length films. Several

days later, subjects $¡ere asked to fill out questionnaires

that measured viewers' acceptance of both rape myths and

interpersonal violence against !¡omen. Malamuth and Check,

in examining the results of this field experiment, claim to
have obtained "perhaps the strongest evidence to date to
indicate thaL depictions of sexual aggression with positive
conseguences can adversely affect soc ially important

perceptions or attitudes.5e" Whereas it is hard to prove a

Censorship, p. 94

57 Donnerstein et al, The Ouestion of pornoqraphy, p. 109

5I N" Malamuth and J. Check, "The Effects of Mass Media
Exposure on Àcceptance of Violence Aga'inst Women: À
Field Experiment", Journal- of Research in personality,
VoI. i5, 1981

se cited in Neil Boyd,
the Law: The Limits
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link between erotica, pornography and sexuar pathology such

as rape and assault, there does appear to be an adverse

effect on attiLudes and betiefs " However, the most

important point which the above f ierd experirnent

demonstrates is that it may be sexualized aggression and

viorence, whether explicit or not, that facilitates these

behaviours. The Getarøay and swept Atray coutd hardly be

considered pornographic or erotic under anybody's definiton:
these Ì.¡ere theatricalry released movies that have even

appeared on televi sion. The question we have to ask

ourselves is, given the pervasiveness of violence against

v¡omen in the mass media, is Lhe focus on sexuarly explicit
material somewhat unfounded?

If v¡e are to outlaw pornography for its promotion
of women as commodities and for its patriarchal
formr w€ are casting an arbitrarily narro¡t and
perhaps misplaced net over what seems to be apervasive theme in gender relations.
added ) 6 o

( emphas i s

The 1970 commission Report demonstrated that sexually
explicit materiars per se did not cause any harmful effects
with respect to behaviour. Extensive empirical research in
the sociar sciences has reached a similar concrusion.

Feminists have helped shift the focus away from sexualry

explicit materials to materials which contain aggression or

p" 131

6o ibid., p. 131
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violence against women. Even though researchers hesitate to
attribute a causal relationship to these materials and

subseguent pathological behaviour i_n the real world, as

opposed to the 'Iaboratory setting', there does appear to be

a positive rerationship between these materiars and

generally negative attitudes about or toward women. In this
sense, some forms of pornography can be seen as an

impediment towards the furl equarity of vromen in society:
negative images tend to perpetuate negative attitudes.
Recent research indicates that negative images of vromen are

pervasive in society, especially in mainstream media which

are accessible to a much larger audience than i s

pornography. Given the pervasiveness of these images, it is
unclear whether legar remedies are the appropriate responses

to these concerns. These are the issues that the most

recent canadian governmentar commission with respect to
pornography, the Special committee on pornoqraphy and

Prostitution (ttre Fraser Commission), undertook to examine.



Chapter IV

TN SEARCH OF REFORM: THE FRASER REPoRT

From different ideologicar perspectives, the current
provisions of the criminal code that deal with pornography

under the rubric of obscenity, have been criticised as too

broad and/or too vague. Legal moralists seek stricter
control of both erotic and pornographic material; liberars
want a clearer definition that would not include erotica in
a definition of pornography and that wourd arso eliminate
judiciar arbitrariness; feminists arso seek a distinction
between erotic and pornographic materiars with an emphasis

on more severe restrictions on degrading, aggressive and

violent pornography" 1 The current provisions of the criminal
code which define obscenity appear under section 1 59

Subsection (8):

For the purpose of this Àct, any publication a
dominant characteristic of which i¡ the undueexploitation of sex, or of sex and any one or
more of the following subjects, namely, crime,horror, cruelty and violence, shall bã deemed tó
be obscene. 2

Cf. Mahoney,
C-54", McGi11

Criminal Code,

"Def ining pornography :
Law Journal, Vol. 33, 1

9.. ç.. 1959 ¡ c. 41 ,

An Analysis of BiIl
988, p. 575

s" 1s9(8)

-63
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The fact that this definition appears under the heading of
"Offenses Tending to Corrupt MoraIs", is in and of itself
an indication of Lhe conservative phirosophy which underlies
it"3 other sections of the criminar code that deal with
offenses in this area use words such as "immora1,,,

"disgusting", " indecent" and "scurrilous". Feminists are
especially critical of this undertying philosophy which
categorizes pornography as obscenity because to them it is
clear that the conservative view is concerned with so-carred
'sexual immorality'. For feminists, pornography is a

poriticar issue, not a 'morar issue'r4 that threatens
womens' aspirations for eguality in a democratic society,
Liberals maintain that state intervention is onry justi f ied
when there is 'demonstrable harm' : pornography is rittle
more than a nuisance. They reject the conservative notion
of a 'common morality'. Rather than being an end in itself,
society is seen as being a means of achieving individual
freedom and security.

See Chapter

MacKinnon,

1

"Not A Moral I ssue".
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There have been a number of different government studies

in Canada, Great Britain, and the United States that have

dealt !¡ith the issue of pornography and/or the rerationship
between law and morarity"5 By focusing on the Fraser Report,

an attempt will- be made to analyze its findings and place

them within the context of developing Canadian socio-1egaI

policy. This wilI invol-ve an examination of the various

briefs submitted by different interest groups who appeared

before the Er_eSel Commissionr ês well as the different
strategies that have been created to deal with pornography,

including the MacKinnon/Dworkin approach that gained

widespread attention as

of pornography.

a 'novel' way to address the issue

In 1983, then Justice Minister Mark MacGuigan announced

the creation of the Special Committee on pornography and

Prostitution (Fraser commission) to dear with the myriad of

issues pertaining to both prostitution and pornography"

I,üith respect to pornography, the Fraser Commission was to
ascertain the extent of availability, the effects and

u U, K:, Committee on Homosexual Offenses and prostitution,
1957 (a" k. a. wolfendon commit-eell U.S.;-pres:!1]entþ
Commission on Obscenity and Pornoqraphv, 1970 (a. X" a"
Johnson Commission); Canada, St.andinq Committee on Justice
Film Censorship, 1979 (a. k. a. williams Committee);
Canada, Çommittee on Sexua1 Offences Àqainst Children and
Youths, 1984 (a" k. a. Badgtey Report); Cãnada, gpeciai
Committee on Pornosraphy and Prostitution, 1985, (a" k.
a. Fraser Report); U.S., Àttorney General-'s Commission on
Pornoqraphy , 1986, (a " k " a. Meese Commi sáiõnF
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common conceptions as to what actualty constituted the

'pornographic' " The Commission was also to hold public

hearings to gather input, to consider alternatives, report
findings and recommend solutions to the probrems associated

with pornography and prostitution.6 From the outset the

Fraser commission recognized the complexity of the task at
hand:

In areas as complex as these it is difficult to be
certain about anything. On one issue, however,
we are certain: the answers to the problems
raised by pornography and prostitution in Canada
are not just legal answers. They are to be found,
instead, in the social order of things and in the
v¡ay in which Canadians pract i se the equal i ty ,
dign i ty and respect that our Const itut ion
enshrines. (emphasis added)7

Àt the same time that the Fraser commission vras formed,

Justice Minister MacGuigan introduced amendments to the

Criminal Code that included reference to "degrading

representations" in the definition of obscenity in Section

1se (8). The formation of the Fraser Commission and the

amendments to the criminal code were seen as a response to
feminist concerns about the prevalence of 'degrading images'

of women in pornography. E rhis perception of the 'new

pornography' was compounded by reratively new communications

6 Fraser Report, pp. 5-6
7 ibid", preface at v

I Michael Kanter, "Prohibit or Regulate? fhe Fraser Report
and New Àpproaches to Pornography and prostitution",
Osqoode Hall Law Journal, VoI. 23, No. 1, 1985, p. 172;
J. Mclaren, "The Fraser Comrnittee: The politics and
Process of a Special Committee", Requlatinq Sex, p, 40; T,
McCormack, "Deregulating the Economy and Regulating
MorqIitV: The Political Economy of Censorship", Studies iñ
PoliticaL Economy, No. 18, 1985, p" 174
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tetechnology: pay

transmi ssions "

television, videotapes and satell i

whereas the 1970 commission Report (u" s") and the 1979

Williams Commission Report on Obscenitv and Fil-m Censorship
(u. K") failed to consider the feminist view, primarily due

to the fact that at the time of these inquiries, feminist
analysis was in its infancyrs the Fraser Commission

acknowredged that their are three philosophicar traditions
which have influenced the debate on pornography: 1o the

conservat ive, 1 i beral and femin i st . Àlthough the Fraser

Report does not adopt any one perspective or theory of

society or of pornography, the i r expl icat ion of the

essenÈial principles upon which their recommendations are

based include "individual liberty" and "an appreciation of

sexuarity". This would appear to indicate a rejection of

the conservative view as outlined earlier in this anarysis.
Other essential pr inc íples inc lude "eguality",
"responsibility" and "human dignity". t t

The Fraser

different centres

Commission held

across Canada t 2

s See .Simpson, Pornosraphv and politics: The WiIIiams
Committee in Retrospect , p " 67, "The radical f emñlst
attack has however been developed since the report was
written . "

1 o Fraser Report, pp. 15-21

1 | ibid. , pp. 23-26

12 For a complete list of cities and groups that submitted
briefs see Fraser Report, YoI. 2, pp. 711-753"

public hearings in 22

and noted that there was a
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wide range of opinion among canadians. Àt one extreme was

the conservative view that wanted t.he legar definition of
pornography to include "any depiction of sexual activity,
whether it be inside or outside of marriage, or any

depiction of persons in nude or suggestive posesrr. 1 3 Àt the

opposite end of the spectrum was the civit libertarian view

that everything l¡as acceptable except explicit sexual

portrayals of children. In between were a number of

feminist groups and church organ ízations many of whom

ac knowledged the di st inct ion between non-vi olent ,

non-degrading explicit sexuar depictions (erotica) which

were acceptabre and the more violent and degrading forms

which v¡ere not acceptable. In noting the difficurties in
defining pornography, the Fraser Commission divided the

material into two categories: 1) the sexuarry erpricit (ttrey

did not adopt "erotica") and 2) sexual content combined with
viol-ence, degradation and abuse in such a vray as to show

approval for same.14 A number of church groupsl5 stated that
the effects of pornography were damaging to women, children
and society as a whole. Municiparities comprained that the

present criminar code provisions dealing with obscenity were

so nebulous that enforcement vras becoming increasingty

13

14

Fraser Report, Vol. 1 ,

Fraser Reportr Vol" 1,
this sort of categori
Jillian Ridington,
Catharine MacKinnon.

p. 59: the theoretical basis for
zation is founded upon the work of
HeIen Longino, Andrea Dworkin and

p 63

15 Anglican Diocese of Toronto, UDited Church of Canada and
the Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops
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difficult as prosecutors invariabry waited for cases to go

through the appeal procedure all the way to the supreme

court before laying more charges. women's groups reiterated
concerns about pornography objectifying them and robbing

them of their dignity, horvever there was disaggreement

among some women's groups as to the distinction between

erotica and pornography. r 6 similarly the conservative
position was articulated by groups such as

Catholic Àrchdiocese of Toronto:

the Roman

Consensual sex, as portrayed in the media
be destructive of Canadian societal values
Sven depictions of loving, indeed marital,
intimacy in ful1 r êxplicit detail
ultimately dehumanizes sexuaj-ity itsel f.17

, can

sexua I

REÀL women of canada, a group of anti-feminist,
anti-abortion, homophobic right-wing women, also articurated
the conservative position:

There is a direct relationship between habitual
exposure to standard sexual material referred to
as "erotica" and an increased desire for more
bizarre material . If the people in therepresentation . seem to be "consenting
aduLts" rather than people involved in "degradingn
or "demeaning" activity, the material could stiII
be pornographÍc . Pornography should be
defined so as to include
acts. 1 8

explicit sexual

16 For instance the Manitoba Àdvisory councir on the statusof women maintained that alr pornography ( soft core(erotica), hard core) degrades women-wrrire the Manitoba
Àction committee on the status of women maintained thatthere was a distinction between the two; cf. Gloria
Steinam's definition of 'erotica' and 'pornography'.
Fraser Report, VoI. 1, p. 70

i bid.

17

l8
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Sex rol-e stereotyping of women creates an
environment that encourages the dehumanization,
misrepresentation and degradation of v¡omen
Presently our envi ronment i s polluted wi th
messages that tell us women are powerless,
feebleminded, submissive, victims, and only
valuable if they are young, beautiful and white

Media Watch views sex role stereotyping and
pornography as a continuum which must be uprooted
from our culture " 

1 s

Another forthright submission by the united church of canada

noted,

A number

pornography

For instance

of organízations presented briefs that placed

within the larger framework of a sexist society"

, Media Watch stated,

It is a
Chr i st ians ,
Church has
in western
Church is
grace r w€
solution.2o

À number of groups, especially the Metro Toronto Task

Force on Public viorence Àgainst women and chirdren,
submitted briefs which argued that psychological and

sociologicar research had conclusively demonstrated a causal

Iink between pornography and violence against vlomen.

Un fortunately , such briefs rarely included the

self-confessed Limitations of the social- psychorogists'

1e ibid" , pp. 70-71

20 ibid", p. 71- cf. text at fn. 42 at page 39 above. It
shourd be noted that the united church is probably one of
the most 'progressive' Churches and its views are not
necessarily held by other Churches.

21 The most frequently cited studies were those of Maramuth

painful act of self-recogniLion of
especially male Christians, that the

transmitted and shaped male domination
culture. It is beyond doubt that the
part of the problem. But with God's
may find courage to become part of the



research. 2 1 Various women's groups 2 2

circumstantial evidence that linked
Because of this sort of 'evidence',
sought more government control with
materials.

71

provided anecdotal and

pornography with crime.

these groups invariably
respect to pornographic

opposition to increased government control came from the

canadian civil Liberties Àssociation (herein after c" c. L.

A") and provincial associations (ie" Manitoba Àssociation
for Rights and Liberties), some professional associations
(ie. Canadian Àssociation of University Teachers), f il_m

and video assoc iations ( re. Ontario Film and Video

Àppreciation society-herein after oFÀvAS) r 23 periodicar and

video distributors and retailers, and gay rights
organ i zat i ons .

The canadian civir Liberties Association, in its brief2a
Lo the Fraser Commission states:

and Donnerstein which were discussed in Chapter 3.

Ontario Advisory Council on the Status of Women; Le
Regroupement Feministe contre 1a pornographie (t'tontreal ) ;Canadian Federation of University Women in Toronto; La
Federation des Femmes du Quebec"

Although OFÀVÀS was categorized as a film and video
associãtion, most if noI all of its members are self
confessed anti-censorship socialist feminists, some of
whom were the authors of various articles in Women
Aqainst Censorship, including Varda Burstyn

Pornoqraphv and the Law, prepared by A. Borovoy and L.
Àrbour. A similar version of this brief appears in
Borovoy's book Whe¡ Freedoms CoIlide: The Case For Ourcivil iiÞertiesFroñETEtãr anilotpõ-oãñ"y", I gae,
pp. 53-66

tn

¿ó

24
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The C. C. L" À. has no hesitation in joining the
National Action Committee on the Status of Women
in an unequivocal denunciation of the "newpornography". We refer to those publications and
films which appear to celebrate the sexual abuse
of women and children" It is hard to fathom how
exposure to such material could elicit a reaction
more positive than revulsion.

It is necessary to distinguish, however,
between moral condemnation and legal prohibition"
The former is easyl the latter is frought with
difficulty" The legal problem is one essentially
of definition. How is the law to formulate a
standard which will prohibit this vile pornography
vri thout simul-taneously catching in the same net a
1ot of other material which i t would be
unconscionable to suppress? So often r our
obscenity^_laws have wound up nailing the wrong
material" 2s

The C. C. L. À" lists a number of court cases that point
out

Iac k

the historical problem of defining pornography and the

of unanimity amongst various Canadian judges. The

vagueness of the current law is a burden to publishers and

distributors who can never be sure if their materiar is
obscene or not. rnevitably it is the police who make the
judgements as to
result of such

what constitutes "obscene" material.26 The

a condi t ion causes publishers and

distributors to act as self censors for fear of prosecution.

to define pornography".zz The contention that pornography

causes harm is also rejected:

The C" C. L" À.

imprecision is inherent

goes on to state that "dangerous

in the very existence of attempting

25

zõ

Pornooraphv and the Law,

ibid., p. 2

27 ibid., p. 3

p. 1
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In any event, the evidence fails to demonslrate a
direct causal Iink between exposure to pornography
and the serious abuse of Ìvomen and children. We
are aware, of course, of the reports that on a
number of occasions, those who have violated women
and children v¡ere found with pornography in theirpossession. What is not known, however, is
whether the pornography produced the viol-ence or
whether those violence prone people were attracted
to pornography. Moreover, there has been no
adequate measure of the number of people,
otherwise violence prone,
impulses have been moderated
through pornography. 2 I

whose aggressive
by subl imat ion

with respect to the harmfur attitudes which pornography may

f acilitate against v¡omen, the C. C. L. A" argues that the

counter influences of the 'market prace' shourd prevail over

the urge for Iega1 prohibition" The type of material which

simulated sexualto is that ofthese arguments pertain

abuse. 2 s

The C. C. L" A" would permit

material r,rhich involves the "actual,

government action for
not simulated, abuse

the so-ca11ed "snuff

iant of the "c l-ear and

of real people". This would include

films" and "kiddie porn" and is a var

present danger" exception.3o The C, C. L" À. is also not

of pay televisionopposed to the regulatory licencing
services.3 1

ibid., p" 12" The last sentence of this quote is a
direct reference to the 'catharsis theory' discussed
earlier and it points to the very real problem of how do
you measure crimes which have not been committed.

ibid., p" 14

30 ibid"
3 1 ibid. , pp. 1 5-1 6

28

29
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The other major group that expressed opposition to
censorship was oFÀvAS, a self described group of feminists
against censorship3 2 that had previously charlenged the

power of the ontario Board of censors in court, oFÀvÀs

alleged that the Board's power contravened the charter of
Rights and Freedoms and was therefore unconstitutionar.
This allegation \.¡as supported by the ontario Divisional
court as well as the ontario court of Appeal" The result of
this action was specific legisration that set out the powers

of the ontario Board of censors (now called the ontario Film
Review Board).

In their brief to the Fraser Commission, OFÀVÀS

expressed a number of concerns. One of these concerns was

the idea of a government-appointed board ( ie. Fraser
commission) "interpret(ing) trre meaning of images and ideas

on beharf of everyone erse in this sociêty".ss They view

this as unacceptable in a democratic society. Àlthough

oFAVÀs acknowledges that pornography is a form of misogyny,

they reject the view that it is the'root cause'of sexism.

consequentry there is rittle benefit to be derived from

curtailing (censoring) representations that combine sexism

with violence:

at Although it is clear that
namel-y soc ial i st f emi n i st s
to them as a group
journalists, artists,
opposed to censorship.

Fraser Report, p. 79

OFAVÀS is a group of feminists,
, The Fraser Commission refers

of "fiImmakers, wr i ters ,

33

performers and others" who are
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We see censorship as a placebo measure that does
nothing about the real probtems that
discrimination causes, and in fact, distracts
from giving those problems the attenLion they
deserve and require. Furthermore, the very real
danger exists that censorship, perhaps eveninadvertently, will serve to sileñce the very
voices that could raise av¡areness toward social
change. 3 a

with respect to the liberal and radicar feminist view

regarding violent pornography:

The feminist perspective that has gained wide
acceptance and momentum has shifted emphasis away
from graphic sexuality to questions of violence
and power. This approach, however, implicates a
whole range of imagery, from news, sportcasts
and documentaries to narrative films like Westerns
and horror movies. From our standpoint, it makes
more sense to challenge overtly sexist behaviour
and the discrimination and hatred behind that
behavi our . But i f $¡e look f or images that show
women in a way that could be seen as sexist, it
becomes very difficult to define the pornographic.
Everything from fashion magazines to the painlings
of the old masters could conceivably be seen to Uein lhis category. Our fear, of cõurse, is thatif it is so difficult to define pornography, itis inevitable that attempts to definã il -in law
for the purpose of censoring it wiIl affect ôtherareas such as soc ial comment and art i st ic
expression.35

Arthough the Fraser commission has rumped OFAVAS with the

civil libertarians because of their mutual opposition to

made by OFAVÀS are not basedcensorship, the arguments

solery in terms of "freedom of expression". The structures
of inequality inherent in capitalist society illustrate the

failure of the "marketprace of ideas" in which minorities
are denied access to "speech":

s4 ibid., p. 79

35 ibid"
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Censorship, by simply eliminating "objectionable"
images, undermines public cha]Ienge and debate
over the values which motivated their production.
It attacks the symptoms, not the root cause.36

Censorship, which empo!¡ers the state, i s seen as a

mechanism that preserves the status guo. The alternative as

proposed by oFÀvAS is to encourage affirmative action
programs that rvill all-ow women to gain access to the

institutions that currently regulate their sexual and social
1ives.37 This would include greater access to the broadcast

mediar3s more assistance to sociat services such as shelters
for battered women, childcare programs and greater access to
educat i onal opportun i t ies .

The other groups which v¡ere concerned with increased

contrors on pornography included periodical and video

distributors and retailers and gay organizations. The

former group vras especially concerned that more crearly
defined standards be established which would enable both

business and law enforcement to know what would be termed

"pornographic" and which would arso be constitutionally
workabre" on the other handr 9ay organizations were

concerned that gays, who have been historicalry oppressedss

3 6 ibid.
37 Lacombe, Ideoloqy and

3 I As recommended by
Sex-RoIe Stereotvpinq
llomen", C. R. T. C
80

3s G" w"

Public PoIicy, p.81
the Report of the Task Force on
in the Broadcast Media, "tmágãs of

o) 1982, cited in Fraser Beport, p"

Requlation of Desire: Sexuality inKinsman, The
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and subject to greater canada customs harrassmentao because

of their non-traditional and non-heterosexist sexual
practices ( which sometimes may include sado-masochistic
practices, arbeit consensual), were especially concerned

that any further restrictions would affect them unjustly.
They argued that even presently, the "community

standards" test in obscenity cases v¡as discriminatory
against them. Àt a time in which gays have gained some

measure of acceptability through Human Rights Legislation,
the homophobic backrash due to ÀrDS coupled with stricter
pornography legislation is seen as a very real threat to the
gay community" 4 t G.y organ izaLions asked the Fraser
commission to explore the possibirity of extending the hate
literature sections of the criminal code to include sexuar

ÇÈnada, . Montreal: Black Rose Books , 1987 , for a general
di scussion in thi s alea ; see x,rippeit v. 'itte g,teen] c i tedin Caron, "Hart-Devlin Contro,rerË!", pp. 11-T2: níippert
, who while being questioned on some unrelated måtter
confessed to police that he was a homosexual and had been
Iot 24 years. He was incarcerated for gross indecency andlater placed in preventive detention ãs a "dangerouå sexoffender": "À11 convictions against him stemmed fromprivate acts with consenting aaurt males." (emphasis inoriginal )

v" Burstyn, "Pof!_Again: Feeling the Heat of censorship",Fuse, No" 45, 1987, pÞ. 16-17, states, " lfre
amount of gay materiar seized, banned, or herd up for
months at a time is impressively out of proportion tõ the
amount of straight material that suffers a ãimilar fateThis is because, though no clause specifies gay sexas.such as prohibited, anal sex is a majór if ñot themajor taboo at customs, . It features moreprominently in most gay erotica . . "

rn light of the ArDs epidemic, 'homophobic' right-wingreaction has been very rear. ultra conËer,rative Ã*".icañsenator Jesse Helms has vigorously opposed government
funds for safe sgx programs for hornoéexuãls, in this casea comic book entitled Leather Man, which ádvocated safe

40

41
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minorities as well as visible minorities and women.42

In addítion to soliciting briefs from the public, the
Fraser commission also had the Department of Justice
contract out empirical research that appeared as a number of
Workinq Papers, a 3 and which

Committee. After reviewing

those of a number of other soc

Commission asserted that it

l¡ere made ava i lable to the

its own studies, as well as

ial psychologists, the Fraser

is not prepared to state, solely on the basis ofthe evidence and research it has seen, that
pornography is a significant causal factoi in the
commission of some forms of violent crime, in thesexual abuse of children: or the disintegration
of communities and society.
[t] rre research is so inaãequate and chaotic thatno consistent body of information has beenestablished . overall, the results of theresearch are contradictory or inconclusive.(emphasis in original)aa

Even though the Fraser commission is unwirling to posit a

direct relationship between pornography and viorent crime,
it acknowledges that feminists' conceptions of harm are

expressed in broader terms than merery a 'causal'
connect ion . None-the-less, the Committee recognizes two

sex techniques to the gay community. Helms objects to thegovernment use of funds for what he terms 'pervertedpract ices' . Thi s inf ormat ion taken f rom lrre pBS
television program ÀIDs Ouarterlv, February, 1990"

42 Fraser Report, p" 83

43 Two of these Ì.¡ere written by T. s. palys and N. Boyd andthe research of these authors reviewed in chapter 3 is
based on the research Lhey did for the Fraser commission.

44 Fraser Report, p. 99; see Fisher,
Clothes "

"The Emperor Has No
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types of harm from pornography: the first is the harm that
arises when individuals are involuntarily subjected to
pornography (liberal'offense'notion) and the second is the

broader social harm which pornography causes by "undermining

the right to equarity which is set out in section 15 of the
Charter of Rights and Freedomsrt.4 5

Thi s represents the f i rst t ime that a government

sponsored analysis of pornography has included feminist
insights. By acknowredging that individuar liberty (in the
form of free expression) of some (ie. men) may run counter
to the equality rights of othersa6 (ie. women) goes a long
way in identifying pornography as a problem based on the
gender inequality inherent in a patriarchal society.4T

The Fraser Report recommends a three-tiered approach to
deal with pornography: the first tier would include material
t.hat involved children or extreme forms of violence against
the participants" Tier one wourd be the most seriously
penalized. Tier two wourd include sexualry violent and

degrading material incruding bondage, bestiarity, incest
or necrophilia. Tier three would include visual material
that depicted vaginal, oral or anal intercourse,
masturbation and lewd touching of the genitars. This

45 Fraser Report,

ibid., p" 26

T. McCormack,
Report of the
Prost i tut i on "1987, p" 160

p. 259

"Pornography and Prost
Special Committee on

Volume 1 ", Atlantis,
itution in Canada.

Pornography and
Vol. 13, No. 2,

46
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three-tiered approach focuses more specifically on sexuarly
explicit materiaL that combines erements listed above. The

typorogy developed in chapter 3 is broader in the sense that
sexualized violence of a non-explicit nature \,¡as al_so

considered to be worthy of concern. Tier one would lrarrant
the most serious penarties; tier two would attract l_ess

serious sanctions and tier three would attract criminal
sanctions onry where no warning rrTas given or if materiars
were sord to minors.48 This represents only one

recommendation of a total of forty-nine with respect to
pornography. other recommendations incruded removing the
term "obscenity" from the criminar code; removing sanctions
against material that is deemed "disgusting"; to consider
the introduction of sanctions against material representing
violence without sex (ttris recommendation explicitly
acknowledges the concern for materiars fitting the
typologies analyzed in chapter 3); and the possibility of
the use of human rights regislation and/or hate riterature
provisions in dealing with pornography.4 s For a commission

that explicitly stated at the outset that the "answers .

are not just legar answers", this emphasis on regal remedies

as opposed to other remedies such as educationar programs

comes as a bit of a surprise. Àrthough generally viewed as

a "progressive" document, The Fraser Report has stirl been

the subject of criticism.

48

49

Fraser Report, pp. 271-272

Sg" Fraser Report, Vol" 2, pp.
of recommendations.

671-681 for the ful1 tist



Soc iologi st Thelma McCormack argues

contribution of the report was not i
violence or gender inequality but rather
for censorship which takes the following

1" There is no demonstrable evidence

pornography;

It is not necessary to show

apply criminal sanctions;

Pornography causes diffuse
the eguality rights of women

In the event that there is a

of expression (section 2(b)

equality rights ( section 1 5

Iatter should prevail. so

5 I Fraser Report, p" 24,
" o perceptions

played a significant
women of subordinate
economic order"; and
v¡omen as commodi t i es
advertising"; cf.
Media", Women Àqainst
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that t.he ma j or

ts analys j. s about

the posit ive case

form:

of harm caused by

such evidence in order to

and inferential harm to

,

conflict between freedom

of the Charter ) and the

of the Charter ) , the

that women are inferior . has
role in the historical allocation to
roles in the social, political andp. 56, " o irnages that present

would catch much of contemporary
SteeIe, "Gendering in the Mass

Censorshi p

2"

3"

4"

The argument here is worth pursuing. The Fraser commission,

by acknowledging in various parts throughout its analysis
that the sexist varues inherent in our curturesl harm women,

then infers Lhat pornography constitutes an obstruction of
equality" If the equality of women is indeed the primary

concern, and if sexist images are everywhere around us, it

so McCormack,
180-181

"The Political Economy of Censorship", pp.
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does not follow that by eliminating those images that have

an additional explicit sexual content, that we would be

helping sol-ve the problem. By focusing on pornography, the

impression is made that it is the main problern, someLhing

that is not the case.s2 Às Kanter points out,
Many images are erotic in a manner degrading to
women, more subtle, but promoting the values of
pornography " The message should be that
mainstream images are objectionable, with astrategy -designed to make people alrare of thatposition"s3

Another problemaLic theme in the Fraser Report is its
definition of children as being those individuars under the

age of eighteen. Àt one point, in eliciting essential
principres' specifically'appreciation of sexuality', the

Commission states,
We think that it is essential, the idea
that human beings enjoy and benefit from open andcaring. sexual relationships, characteriãed bymuLuality and respect. This principle extends to
those under 18 as weII, for the child is, in ourview, a sexual being. u o

rt does not follow then that pornography, especially tier
three (which is 'erotica'), be considered out of bounds for
adolescents. This is especially unrealistic considering
that we do not restrict access to a large number of viorent

52

53

Kanter, "Fraser Report and New Approach€s", p. 1g3; SeeMcCormack, "The Political Economy of Censorship"r p.
1 8'1 ; See Lacombe , I deoloqy and publ ic pol icy , p. 9õ

Kanter, "Fraser Report and New Approachês" , p. 'l83; cf .Lacombe, Ideoloqy and public policy, p. 90, "And itfollows that women's oppression can onry be eradicated byputting a halt to the propagation of seiist images."

Fraser Report, p, 2654
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movies whi.ch are arguably more harmful- than pornography. To

deny adorescents access to depictions of sexual activity at
a time when their curiosity is peaking is unrealistic and

unreasonably repressive.ss This problem is exacerbated when

conservative forces attempt to eradicate sex education from

high schools on the grounds that it promotes promiscuity.

The Fraser commission noted that many feminists r{ere

describing pornography as a form of sex discrimination or

hate literature " The Dworkin/¡,racKinnon legisration proposed

in Minneapolis and Indianapolis incorporated these concerns.

A further anarysis of this approach is necessary to evaluate
its efficacy in dealing with the issue of pornography.

rn 1 983, the Minneaporis legisrature had become

increasingry frustrated when zoning restrictions for
pornographic materials v¡ere struck down in the courts,56 The

Minneaporis Neighborhood pornography Task Force asked

Dworkin and MacKinnon to testify at a public hearing for a

nevr zoning variance, ât which they testified that zoning

variances were ineffective and inappropriate because they do

5s cf. Lacombe, Ideoloqy and public policy, pp. 96-97; cf.McCormack, "The Political Economy of Censorship", pp.
1 82-1 83

s6 L. Dugan, N. Hunter and C. S. Vance, "False promises:
Feminist Àntipornography Legislation in the U"S" ,,, Women
Aqainst Censorship, p. 131
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not address the harm caused by pornography. The city of

Minneapolis retained Dworkin and MacKinnon to draft a city
ordinance that woul-d treat pornography as a form of

discrimination based on sex, which is an infringement of

civil rights,
individuals

and which would create a means by which

coul-d initiate civil action against
pornographers (producers, distributors, sellers). Dvrorkin

and MacKinnon pointed out that the first step would be to
estabrish a legisrative record (through pubric hearings)

that wourd document the harm caused by pornography.sT sexual

abuse victims, social workers, clinicians
educators and social scientists provided

carefully selected by Dworkin and MacKinnon)

of the public hearings,

concluded:

the Minneapolis Ci ty Counc i I

,

test
58

counselors,

imony (aI1

As a result

Pornography is a discriminatory
sex which den i es v¡omen equal
society. Pornography is central

practice based on
opportuni t ies in

in creating and

57

58

PubIic Hearings on Ordinances to Add pornography asDiscri¡nination Against women¡ committee on Govérñment
Operations, City Council, Minneapolis, Minn. , (herein
after Hearings ) (oec. 12-13, 1983) cited in MacKinnon,
"Pornography , Civil Rights and Speech", p. 2

some examples of this testimony appear in MacKinnon,
"Pornograply Civil Bights and Speech", ât the following
footnotes (and text): fn.s" 57, 62, 65, G9, 79;
89, 82, 86-89, 92, 95, 96, 99-106. One of the key
witnesses was Linda Marchiano, otherwise known as Lindã
Lovelace, star of the f ilm Deep Throat, and who nolr
asserts that she was coerced by abduction, beating,
threats, torture and hypnosis (these events are
recounted in her book Ordeal, 1980) into pornography.
MaqKinnonI at page 35 above states, "Most concietéfy,
before "Linda Lovelace" was seen performing deep throaL,
no one had ever seen it being done in that wâyr largely
because it cannot be done without hypnosis to repress-thã
natural gag response""
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maintaining sex as a basis for discrimination.
Pornography i s a systemat ic pract ice of
exploitation and subordination based on sex which
differentially harms women. The bigotry and
contempt it promotes, with the acts of aggression
i t fosters , harm women' s opportun i t ies for
equality of rights in employment, educat i on ,access to and use of public accommodations, and
acquisition of real property; promote rape,
battery, child abuse, kidnapping andprostitution and inhibit just enforcement of laws
against such acts; and contribute significantly
to restricting h'omen in particular from fuII
exercise of citizenship and participation inpublic 1ife, including in neighborhoods.5s

Based on these f indiDgs, the city council- passed

legisration that amended the human relations and equal

opportunity codes and incorporated Dworkin and MacKinnon's

"what we mean by pornography" definition into the law:

Pornography is the graphic sexually explicit
subordination of women, whether in pictures or in
words, that also includes one or more of nine
specific forms of degradation of women.6o

ss Hearings, cited in Donnerstein eL al, The Ouestion of
Pornoqraphy, p. 139

6o i) v¡omen are presented dehumanized as sexuaL objects,
things or commodities; or ii ) r4'omen are presenied as
sexual objects who enjoy pain or humitiatioñ; or iii)
women are presented as sexual 0bjects who experience
sexual pleasure in being raped; or iv) v¡omen arepresented as sexual objects tied up or cut up ormutilated or bruised or physically hurt; or v) women arepresented in postures of sexual submission or sexual
servility, including by inviting penetration; or vi)
women's body parts -- including but not limited to
vaginas, breasts, and buttocks are exhibited, such
that women are reduced to those parts; or vi i ) vromen are
presented as whores by nature; or vi i i ) women are
presented being penetrated by objects or animals; or ix)
v¡omen are presented in scenarios of degradation, injury,
or torture, shown as filthy or inferior, bleeding,
bruised, or hurt in a context that makes these
conditions sexual 

"?his version (or similar versions) is/are cited in a
number of works including the following: MacKinnon,
"Not À Moral I ssue" , p. 321 ; MacKinnon, "pornography,
Civil Rights and Speech", pp. 1-2; Hoffman, "Feminism,
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The ordinance also provides for the use of men, children,
or transexuals in the place of !{omen and provides that "any

woman has a cause of action (against traffickers in
pornography) as a woman acting against the subordination of
women". other provisions which allow for action are: 1 )

coercion into pornography; 2) forcing pornography on a

person; and 3 ) assault or physical attack due to
pornography " 

6 1

Although this legislation r,Ias enthusiasticarly supported
by the city council, the mayor vetoed the ordinance twice,
claiming that the city would be invorved in 1ega1 battres
over its constitutionality. Meanwhile in Indianapolis
where conservative anti-pornography groups were frustrated
at the lack of convictions stemming from arrests, the
Republican mayor, william Hudnut rrI, saw the Minneapolis
approach as a possible solution to his problems. catharine
MacKinnon v¡as recruited by Beulah coughenour, a

conservative Republican STOP ERA activist, to draft
similar legisration.62 whereas there was some feminist
support in Minneapolis, there vras none in rndianapolis;
support came from citizens for Decency and the coal_ition for

Pornographv and Law" r p. 520; Donnerstein et âr, Theton gf pofnoqrapþE, pp. 139-140; and Appendíx rr,
women AqainsÇ censorship, p" 206; Hawkins añã zimring,pornoqraphy in a Free Society, p. 1s4

6 1 Appendix II, Women Äqainst Censorship, pp . ZO7-20g
62 Duggan, Hunter and Vance, "False promisesrrr p. 132
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Although the Minneapolis and Indianapolis ordinances
herarded in a 'nev¡ way' to regulate pornography, this
approach stilL ferl prey to criticisms that it is too broad
and vague " phrases such as "the sexually explic it
subordination of vromen", "postures of sexuar submission"
and "whores by nature" is left up to the interpretation of
individual complainants and the civil court judges who hear
the case-68 Another problematic term is "degrading".6e The

traditionar view of sex, as espoused by conservative
moralistsr ffiâintains that any explicit depictions of sex

that involve women are affronts to women's dignity, and are
therefore degrading"t0 The view that the mere existence of
pornography is demeaning raises further objections:

Embedded in this view are several other familiarthemes: that sex is degrading to women but not to
Ten; that men are raving beasts; that sex isdangerous for women; that sexuality is male, notfemale; that women are victims, not sexualactors; that men inflict "it', on women; thatpenetration is submission i that heteiosexual
sexual i ty, rather than the institution ofheterosexuality, is sexist.
r ts ironi'c that a f eminist position on pornographyincorporates most of the myths about s.*úaritythat feminism has struggled to displace.T i

rt is not at alr hard to imagine that urtra conservative
forces, which view explicit heterosexuality as "degrading"
or "demeaning", would quickly invoke the above ordinances

bË Duggan, Hunter and Vance,

Fraser Report, pp. 269-270;
RegulaLe", p. 1 81

Duggan, Hunter and Vance,

ibid., pp. 142-143

"Fal-se Promises" r p. 134

see Kanter, "prohibit or
69

70

71

"FaIse Promises"r p. 142
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against explicit homosexuar depictions which must surery be

"degrading". suffolk county on Long Island in New york was

exploring the potentiar of using a version of the

Dworkin/MacKinnon legisration to rid pornography (which

according to the conservatives sponsoring the proposed bi11,
causes sodomy, di srupt ion of the fami ly , rape , incest ,

and other acts) and "restore ladies to what they used to
be" .7 2

In considering the Dworkin/MacKinnon approach, the

Fraser commission noted that recourse for some of the harms

attacked in the I ndianapol i s by-raw arready ex i st in
canadian Law (arbeit in an indirect way).73 with respect to
being coerced, intimidated, or fraudulently induced into
performing pornography, a person can sue for damages for
fraudulent misrepresentation or for defamation. T c 6ivil
damages for direct harm caused by pornography is a possible
remedy in canadarT s arthough it may be difficurt to
estabrish causation and proof. The indirect harm that
feminists craim occurs by the mere existence of pornography

could be addressed by human rights legislation. This

7 2 ibid. , p" 1 33: from the examples provided here it is
radical feminist'
been adopted by
"future tense panic"
real i ty "

c Iear that much of the I

anti-pornography rhetoric has
conservative forces. Unfortunately,
(See fn" 34, Chapter 2, p" 36) becãme

Fraser Report, pp. 307-308

ibid "

ibid. , p. 308

/J

74

75
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approach has proven effective in the case of saskatchewan

Human Rights commission v, waldo et ar.76 although the human

rights approach proved effective in saskatchevran, the Fraser

commission has reservations about using this approach

because of the nature of. the process which in the above case

took almost five years to resolve. They recommend the use

of the hate literature provisions of the criminar code as a

viable alternative. This wourd require the inclusion of

"sex" as an identifiable group.77 However, if we view

pornography as hate literature and include gender as an

identifiabre category under the hate literature provisions
of the criminal code, then the f urther incrusion of a nerl'

definition of sexuarly violent pornography in the criminar
Code would seem redundant. T I

The Fraser Report has made an important contribution to
the ongoing debate over pornography and sexually explicit
materials, both in terms of analysis and in terms of

socio-rega1 strategies" The dominant ideologies have been

identified, both in the rerevant riterature and in the

saskatchewan Human Rights commission v. wardo et ar (ned
Eye Decision), Canadian Human Riqhts Reporter, VoI. S,Decision 360, 1984: although this case involved
cartoons and text of a sexual and misogynist nature, itis arguable whether the material in question was
'pornography' .

Fraser Report, p. 322

Boyd, "Sexuality, Gender Relations and the Law", p. 12778
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briefs presented by various interesL groups" A number of

feminist insights ( mostly riberal feminist insights) are

evident in the recommendations: specifically the difference
between erotica and other more violent and degrading forms

of pornography" The Fraser commission recognized that the

time has come for a move away from the conservative

'morarisLic' approach with its undue emphasis on

emotionalism. The liberal feminist 'barancing charÈer

rights' approach is a logical step in the further evorution
of more precise criteria for determining which materials are

'harmful' and ways in which we shourd dear with them. rn

order to further our understanding of the processes

involved, a review of the case law under the current
provisions of the criminar code, as well as a discussion of
constitutionar considerations, in the form of fundamental

rights and their reasonable Iirnits, is required.



Chapter V

.TURI SPRT'DENCE AND CONSTITT'TTONAI CONSIÐER"åTTONS

In 1959, when then Justice Minister D. E. Ful ton

introduced the legislative reforms r,¡hich resulted in the

current provisions in the criminal ' code which define
obscenity (Sec" 159, subsection 8), he stated:

We believe that we have produced a definition
which will be capable of application wiLh speed
and certainty, by providing a series of simple
objective tests in addition to the somewhat vague
subjectivity test which h'as Lhe only one formeily
ava i lable . The test w i 11 be : "Does thãpublication complained of deal with sex, or sex
and one or more of the other subjects named? It.
?o, is this the dominant characteristic? Àgain,
if sor- does it exploit these subjects in an undue
manner?" We have been careful in working out this
definition not to produce a net so widã that it
sweeps in borderline cases or cases about which
there may be genuine difference oî. opinion. In
our efforts l¡e have deliberately stopped short of
any attempts to outlaw publications concerning
which there may be any contention that they have
genuine literary, artistic or scientific rnerit"
These works remain to be dealt with under the
Hicklin definition,
the new definition. l

which is not superceded by

D. E. Fulton,
Debates, Vol. 5,
"Obscenity: Prur
Toronto Facultv

Minister of
1 959 , ât 55'1

ient Interests
of Law Review.

T- - 
- 

L : 
- -uuÞL1se, ftouse of, uolnmons

7 ) cited in F. L. Sharp,
and The Law", University of
Vol. 34, 1976, p" 245

92
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Even though Justice Minister FuIton stated that the llícktín
test which l¡as described in the Introduction of the thesis,
was not superceded, this view was not shared by the supreme

court of canada, who adopted section 159(8) as the operative
standard" 2 The supreme court stated that the courts must

cons ider the author ' s or producer' s purpose , the art i st ic
merit of the work in guestion, and community standards.

1n this chapter, the jurisprudence that has evolved over

the years with respect to pornography as subsumed under the

rubric of obscenity will be examined. Implicit in this
exposition is an analysis of the different criteria by which

1ega1 judgements are rendered. These judgements invariably
reflect a conservative bias. parallels can be drawn from

Àmerican case raw, so a number of important united states
decisions will be examined. with the procramation of the

Charter of Rights and Freedoms, legislation dealing with
pornography, whether by criminal, civil or human rights
approaches, will inevitabry be scrutinized under provisions
of the charter" Herein, the Àmerican experience indicates
that such litigation will first deal with whether or not

pornography is "speech", and therefore subject to section
2 (b) protection" If pornography is "speech", 1S

legislation which limits its "expression" justified under

Section 1 of the Charter which reads:

The Canadian' Charter of Rights and Freedoms
guarantees the rights and freedoms set out in it
subject only to such reasonable limits by 1aw as

2 R, vn Brodie eÈ ale (1962), Canadian Criminal Cases, 132
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can be demonstra
democratic society

Other sections of the

legislation dealing w

C-54) are:

bIy just i f ied in
ó

Charter, which

ith pornography (

a free and

are pertinent to

spec i f icaIly Bi tt

Section 7 i Everyone has the right to 1ife,
liberty and security of the person and the right
not to be deprived thereof except in accordance
with the principles of fundamental_ justice"

Section 1 1 (d) : Any person charged with an offence
has the right to be presumed innocent until proven
guilty according to law in a fair and public
hearing by an independent and impartial tribunat.

Section 15: (1) Every individual is equal before
and under the law and has the right. to the equalprotection and equal benefit of the law without
discrirnination and, in particular, vlithout
discrimination based on race, national or ethnic
origin, colour, religion, sex r â9ê or mental
or physical disability.(2) Subsection ( 1 ) does not preclude any 1aw,
program or activity that has as its object the
amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged
individuals or groups including those that ãre
disadvantaged because of race, national or ethnic
origin, colour, religion, sex, a9ê or mental orphysical disability.

Section 282 NotwithsLanding anything in this
Charter, the rights and freedoms referred to in it
are guaranteed equally to male and female
persons. a

Constitution Act, 1982

ibid.
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Tn deLermining whether or not a 'pubrication' is obscene,

the crown must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that it (ie"
book, fiIm, video) exploits sex in an "undue" manner as

has been defined by the courts.s Tn R. v. Brodíe et ð1,

Justice Judson, for the majority, attempted to define
"undue" as fol-Iows:

There does exist in any community at al1 times
however the standard may vary from time to time
a general instinctive sense of what is decent and
indecent, of what is clean and what is dirty,
and, when the distinction has to be drawn, I donot know " that today there is any belter
tribunal than a jury to draw it I am very
far from attempting to lay down a model direction,
but a Judge might perhaps, in the case of anovelr say something like this: "ft would not be
true to say that any publication dealing with
sexual relations is obscene. The relations of the

standards of decency which prevail in the
community, and you are really called upon to try
this case because you are regãrded asrepresenting, and capable of .iustlv apÞlvinq,
those standards" VIhat is obscene is solnething
which offends against those standards". (emphasiã
added).6

Thus the 'community standards' test of the word 'undue' was

made part of canadian law" This phrase was further refined
in subsequent case Iaw. JusLice Freedman in his dissenting
opinion of 1963 in R. vo Dominion News and Gifts, wrote:

Those standards are not set by those of lowest
taste or interest " Nor are they set exclusiveJ.y
by those of rigid, austere, conservative, orpuritan taste and habit of mind. Something
approaching a general average of community
thinking and feeling has to be discovered
Community standards must be contemporary. Times

sexes are, of course,
discussion everywhere

legitimate matters for
There are certain

Canadian Crirninal Cases 14, ( 3d) ,
235

182

Ð ñ---!--L 
-l¡ao Yo tfêll¡li¿¡¡gf,t eE aJ.

1984, Justice Ferg at

R, vu Brodie et alu

I
p.

p.
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change, and ideas change with them"
Community standards must also be Iocal.
words, they must be Canadian. T

In other

Thi s concept of ' contemporary commun i ty standards' was

adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada in 1964.8 The

explicit reference to 'contemporary' indicated that the

standards to be considered r.¡ere not ' f ixed' but rather
variable over time. This marked a notable departure from

the conservative view that espoused a single fixed morar

ethic"s Furthermore, the'contemporary community standard'
was to be one of 'tolerance' and not 'acceptance'. Justice
McGillivray, in R" V" Gordberg and Reitmanr coined the

phrase "exceeds the accepted sLandard of tolerance in the

community". t o However, regardless of the methods used to
determine community standardsrll the finar decision is made

by the judge:

The authorities would seem to ascribe to the Judge
a much more important rol-e in the assessment õt
contemporary community standards than counsel_ for
the appellants woul-d accord him. I do not f ind in
Brodier or elsewhere in the Commonwealthr âDy
majority opinion that expert evidence of community
standards is an essential ingredient to a finding
of guilt" If any inference can be drawn from

7 Ro v. Doninion Ne¡rs and
2, 1963r pp. 116-117

Giftsu Canadian Criminal Cases

ð Supreme Court Reports , 1964 r p " 251

9 Mahoney, "obscenity, Morals and the La!,r", p. 64

ro R. vo Goldberg and ReiÈman, (1971), Canadian Criminal
casçs 4, (2d) , cited in D. c" ericffË-e Role ofchoice in a Definition of obscenity", canadian Bar
Review, VoI" 57, 1979, p" 312

11 Sharp, "Prurient Interests and the Lav¡", ât p. 2q7
lists four methods used in Canada: judge a1one, jury,
survey evidence and other expert evidence.
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Brodie it is
analys i s ,light of his
standards of

experience, regards as
the Canadian community.

contemporary
In so doing

his decision
ions of what

polls and other

espec ially in

ic merit.15

that the Judge must, in the final
endeavour to apply what he, in the

he must be at pains to avoid having
simply reflect or project his oþ¡n not
is tolerable. l 2

The rationare that Justice Freedman employed for this
approach is based on the concept that "the judiciary has a

general duty to protect the moral welfare of the state".
(emphasis added) 13 Justice Wright notes:

These views indicate a powerful historic sense of
the role and authority (and capabilit.y) of a trier
of fact in respect of social- and moral issues in
our society. They illustrate Iegitimate concerns
concerning our country but it appears as well they
reflect a somewhat paternal i st ic view of the
manner in which those concerns may be met(emphasis added).1a

Despite the fact
community standards,

expert evidence is admissible and

questions relating to Iiterary and

that the judge is the final arbiLer of

the use of opinion

helpful,
scientif

12 Justice Dickson, R. v.
Canadian Criminal Cases

Great, West News et ã1, (1970),
4, pp. 314-315

197 0; R. v
Ã,rtiét=- tiotp",

13 Justice wright, R" v" Avenue video Boutique, Manitoba
Queen's Bench, Àug " 25, 1 989, unreportãd, - p. 1 0.
Justice wright notes that Justice Freedman quõtes a
number of sources to support this view including viscount
simonds and Lord Patrick Devlin" The fact thãt Justice
Freedman is often cited in the case law wourd seem toindicate that there is a proclivity towards 1egal
mora I i sm.

14 ibid", p. l3
ls examples include R. v. prairie schooner Ìdews Ltd. and

Powersu Canadian Criminal Cases 1 (2d),
Odeon Morton TheaÈres Ltd. and UnÍted
Canadian Criminal Cases 16 (2d), 1974i Towne Cinena
Theatres Ltd. v. Ro, c. R. 45 (3d), 1995; but see R,vo Pink Triangle Press, Canadian Criminal Cases, 51
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In determining whether or not a work has liLerary,
artistic, political or scientific merit, it is important

to consider the work as a whol-e: "For how can one determine

whether a dominant characteristic of a work is undue

exploitation of sex without reference to the other

non-sexual characteristics of the work?" (emphasis added)16

This has become known as the 'internar necessities' test and

stands in contradistinction to the old Hicklin test in which

evidence of artistic merit was irrelevant the severity of

the offense was its tendency to deprave and corrupt those

most likeIy to be influenced. r z The problem that the

' internal necessities' test created was how to strike a

balance betv¡een serious literary works that contained a

'prurient' component and other works that 'unduly' exploited
sex for sex sake:

In Canadian jurisprudence . the question for
the courts became whether the objectionable appeal
to pruriency was a necessary means to an otherwise
meritorious end or whether it was an end in
itself. If it was the latter, Canadian Courts
usually suppressed the work. I f it was the
former, the objectionable appeal to sex or
sex-related interests was deemed to be subrnerged
or subsurned i nto the theme and the vror k was
allowed " The context of the work became

(2d), 1980 in which the Ontario Court of Àppea1 ruled
that public opinion surveys v¡ere irrelevant it is up to
the court to determine community standards, (cited in N.
Boyd, "Censorship and Obscenity: Jurisdiction and the
Boundaries of Free Expression", Osqoode Hall Law Journal,
VoI. 23, No. 1, 1985, p. 46)

'r 6 Braun, "Freedom of Expression v. Obscenity Censorship",
p. 47

17 ibid.; Braun notes that Justice Dickson expressed a
similar view in Towne Cinema Theatres Ltd. v. R"(1e8s)
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absotutely essential. (emphasis added) 1 I

unfortunatery, the ' internal- necessit ies' test has not

precluded judges from reaching different conclusions. rn R"

vo Brodie, the work in question was Lady Chatterlev's
Lover. Justice Judson stated:

I do not think that there is undue exploitation
That the work under attack is a serious work

of fiction is to me beyond question. It has none
of the characteristics that are often described injudgements dealing with obscenity dirt for
dirt's sake, the leer of the sensualist I
agree with . counsel for the appellant that
measured by the internal necessities of the novel
itself, there is no undue exploitation. 1 s

However, Justice Taschereau, in his dissent in the same

case noted:

What . is objectionable, is not the aim
. but the means . Over three quarters of the
bookr or 250 pages deal with filthy, obscene
descriptions that are . entirely unnecessary
f or rvhat we have been told is the purpose of the
book. 2 o

Ladv chatterlv's Lover was found Lo be not obscene in
canadar âs werl as in England in 196121 and in the united

18 ibid", p. 49

1 e R" v. Brodie, p. 185

20 ibid., p" 172; Interestingly, Kate MilIett's study of
Ladv chatterlev's Lover in sexual poritics (1970) was,
to a degreer âD idictment of the writers, professors
and critics that praised the nover as abòut crass
struggle in industrial society whereas the crown had
argued that it was about adullery. For Mirlet "it was amisogynist's hatred and humiriation of educated women
. ", cited in McCormack, "Feminismr Censorship and
Sadomasochistic Pornography", p. 43; cf " I " Diamond,
"Pornography and Repression", p. GBB: "Millett
dramatically demonstrated the centrality of male
domination and female subjugation in literary
descriptions of sexual activity. "

21 R. v. Penguin Books Ltd, cited in Sharp, "prurient
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States in 1959-22

It is clear that many, if not most , of the earJ_y cases

prosecuted under Section 1 59 ( I ) dealt v¡ith the 'undue

exploitation' of sex; the additional categories dealing
with sex and cruelty, violence, horror and crime were

ignored by the courts. 2 3 The Court' s emphasi s on ' sex'

rather than on 'sex-plus' is indicative of the conservative
ideology which underlies this approach: an ideology which

views sexual arousalr'prurience', or sex for sex sake as

something immoral, disgusting or shameful. This bias is
further amplified by the requirement that works of this sort
may be redeemed if there is some serious value which may

'detach' the viewer from the sexual aspect.24 The

pervasiveness of this bias is not unique to Canadian

jurisprudence: united states jurisprudence has experienced
(and perhaps predated)a similar evolution.

22

Interests and The Law",

Grove Press Inc, vo
"Prurient Interests and

Mahoney, "Obscenity,

p. 246

Christenberryu cited in
The Law", p. 246

Morals and t.he Law" r p. 58

Pornography, and Law" ,

Sharp,

23

2 4 Hof fman ,
507-508

"Femin i sm, pp.



written in absorute terms, that À,merican jurisprudence with
regard to pornography (obscenity) may have evol-ved somewhat

differently. The first major supreme court decision in the

united states took prace in 19s7, Roth v, united staÈes.

Prior to this case the leading judicial precedent was the

Hicklin test. Justice Brennan, in his majority opinion,
pointed out the flaws of this test: 1) it permitted books to
be judged obscene without determining context; 2) the

obscenity of a work v¡as determined by its effects on

unusually susceptible persons; and 3 ) standards of
propriety were fixed¡ Fê9ardless of time, place and

circumstances.2s The supreme court posited a 'new test' of
obscen i ty:

Whether to the average person r âpplying
contemporary comnunity standards, the dominant
theme of the material taken as a whole appeals to
the prurient interest. 2 6

rt is evident that the canadian legislation and judiciar
approach took its lead from this landmark decision.
Further, the United States Supreme Court argued that
obscenity is "utterry without redeeming sociar importance".

These definitional clarifications were considered an

improvement over the o]d Híck]ín test, however, in
consLitutional terms, the most significant statement v¡as

the following:

One might presume Lhat,

'1 0't

because the First Àmendment is

, 1957,
and the

25

26

Roth v. United States, United States Reports 476pp: 488-490 cited in Feinberg, "eornography
Criminal Law"r pp. 583-584

Roth v. United Statesu p, 489



All ideas having even the sI ightest redeeming
soc iaI i mpor tanc e unorthodox ideas,
controversial ideas, even ideas hateful to theprevailing social climate have the full protection
of the First Àmendment . But impliãit in thehistory of the First Àmendment is the rejection of
obscenity as utterly without redeeming social
importance It has well- been obseived that
such utterances ( lewd and obscene ) are no
essential part of any exposition of ideas and are
of such slight social value as a step to truth
that any benefit is clearly outweighed by
the social interest in order and morality. We
hold that obscenity is not within the aiea of
constitutionally protected speech or press. 27
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Ohio, the court reaffirmed the three
that the material 1 ) appeals to the

2) is patently offensive; and 3) is

In Jacobellis v.

point test to be

prurient interest;
utterly without redeeming social importance.2E The court
arso indicated that the determination of obscenity was to be

based on a national standard rather than a rocal one.2s

However, Justice Warren commented in his dissent:

27 ibid., p. 4841' Samuel Roth was convicted of mailing
obscene materials. He appealed his conviction: the courùof Appeals and Lhe supreme court upherd his conviction.However, in the Àppeal court, Justice Jerome Frank
expressed serious reservations in his concurrence, Thesereservations appeared as an Àppendix and although writtenprior to the supreme court's disposition lis[ed above,Justice Frank's statement is considered a classic
argument for those who regard legal controÌ of obscenity
as both unconstitutionar and unwise. This statement
appears in abbreviated form in censorship and Freedom of
Exprçssion, H. CIor (ed. ) , 197ì-æ-ãG ñ-ggl"qg4l[
and Censorship, D. Copp and S. Wendell (eds. ),-lg8-g

28 .lacobellis vo Ohiou United States Reports 379, 1964,
c ited in G" Byerly, and R" Rubin, p.*gggpþ, Théconflict over sexuarry Expricit ¡'tateriarq in ttre-united
States r New york: Carlanã prE; t ggõ, p. l7A

ibid.29
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It is my belief that when the Court said in Roththat obscenity is to be defined by reference to
'community standards, ' it meant community
standards not a national standardr âs is
sometimes argued. I believe that there is noprovable 'national standard' " Àt al1 events,
this court has not been able to enunciate one,
and it would be unreasonable to expect locai
courts to divine one. 3 o

rn Memoirs v" MassachuseLt,su the court elaborated on the

Roth concept but differed with respect to the "utterly
without redeeming sociar value" aspect. whereas in RoÈh the

court presumed 'obscenity' to be "utterly without redeeming

social importance", Memoirs required

. to prove obscenity it must beaffirmatively established that the material isttutterly without redeeming social va1ue" .
the Memoirs plurality produced a drastically
altered test that called on the prosecution to
prove a negative, i. ê. r that the material wasttutterly wi thout redeeming soc ial valuert -- a
burden virtually impossible to discharge under ourcriminal standards of proof. (emphasis in
original ) 3 r

The inclusion of the concept of "utterry" courd prove

potentially probrematic for prosecutors in future cases.s2

30 ilacoberris vo ohiou quoted by Justice Burger in Milrervo California, (United States Supreme Cõurt) united
9tate? Reports 413, 1973, cited in Copp and wõffi(eds.), Pornoqraphv and Censorship, p. 362--

3r Chief Justice Burger, Mil1er vo
ibid. , p. 359

CaIif ornia, cited in

32 This was pointed out by p" J. McGeady in the
"P:oceedings of the Conference on Morality, pórnography
and the Law", in Communications and the Law, Spriñg,
1982 at pp" 51-52:

It is absolutely impossible to say that something
doesn' t have some soc ia1 val_ue . Just
envision this cartoon that was in the paper around
that time. The judge in all his finery, in a1l
his robes looking down at the advocate-presenting
his case and at the defense lawyer, and he looks
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The next notable obscenity decision r^ras Stanley v"

Georgia (1969), in which the issue h¡as whether the

possession of an obscene film, in ones or^¡n home, constituted
grounds for prosecution.33 The court unanimously agreed that
it did not: "If the First Àmendment means anything, it
means that a state has no business telling a man sitting
alone in his own house, what books he may read or what

films he may watch,34" However, this right to privacy was

confined to one's own home and nothing more.

By the time Miller v" California (19731. rolled around,

there were important changes taking place in Àmerica and the

supreme court. chief Justice Burger, a conservative
appointee of President Nixon3s ushered in a 'nev¡ era' of

stricter obscenity law by acknowredging, but altering the

three prong approach laid down in Memoirs:

The basic guideline for the trier of fact must be:
(a ) whether "the average person, applying
contemporary community standards" would find that
the work, taken as a whole r appeals to theprurient interest ; (b) whether the work
depicts or describes, in a patently offensive
wâyr sexual conduct specifically defined by the
applicable state law; and (c) whether the work,

over his glasses and says, "Counselr you mean
that because this dirty book has consecutively
numbered pages, that Lhat gives it social value?"

Feinberg, "Pornography and the Criminal Law", p. S99

Stanley v" Georgiau United States Reports 394, 1969,
p.569

35 Donnerstein et aI, The Ouestion of pornoqraphvr p. 150;
cf. Feinberg, "pornography and the C;iminal Lãw", p.
600

J5

34
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taken as a whole , lac ks ser i ous 1 i terary ,artistic, political, or scientific vaIue.36

The Miller decision rejected the view ( in ilacobellis ) that
the community standard was a national one by repracing it
with a rocal standard3 7 and by further removing the

"utterfy" clause that was established in Memoirs.

Feinberg notes:

Recourse to a local community norm rather than a
national standard for applying the "prurientinterest" test permits loca1 courts to findpersons guilty for distributing materials that
could not plausibly be found obscene in other,
more sophisticated, jurisdictions The
substitution of local community standards in
effect makes it difficult to publish anywhere
materials that would violate the most puritanical
standards in the country publication will
be commercially feasible only when the materials
are unchallengeable anywhere in the country.3s

Ànother notable decision handed down by chief Justice
Burger in 1973 was Paris Àdurt rheatre r vo sraton. This

decision was an explicit reaffirmal of regar moralism.

chief Justice Burger invoked the arguments of r rving
Kristol3s and the Hill-Link Minority Reportao of the 197o

commission on obscenitv and pornoqraphy in asserting that:

Miller vn
pp" 25-26

ibid", pp.

Feinberg,
600-60 1

California, United States Reports 413, 197336

38

p.39

30-34

" Pornography

See fn. 30 and text at

See fn" 61-63 and text

and the Criminal Law",

1 3, Chapter 1

pp. 21-22, Chapter 1
40 at

pp.
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The States have the power to
neutral ( sic ) judgement that
material has a tendency to injure
a whole, to endanger the public
jeapordize the States' ri
maintain a decent society.4t

make a morally
" such

the community as
safety r or to

ght . to

The canadian experience closely paralrers the American

one with regard to the criteria adduced in a determination
of 'obscenity' with the notable exception that, after the

Miller decision, the American 'contemporary community

standard' was to be a local one" Despite the different
approach (national versus tocal) of the community standards

test, its prominence in the jurisprudence of both countries
is a reflection of the dynamic social and political
pluralism of democratic systems.4 2 sti1r, lega1 decisions
and dissents in both countries invariably revorved around a

conservatíve/ liberal axis: conservatives arguing for the

maintenace of a 'decent' society while liberars argued for
the greatest personar freedom without uniustifiabre
government intrusion, The emergence of a feminist critique
and the entrenchment of the charter of Rights and Freedoms

in Canada, would shift the ' focus' from 'prurience' or

'undue exploitation of sex' to the 'sex plus' categories
in Section 159 (8) of the Canadian Criminal Code.

Paris AduIÈ TheaLre I v" Slaton, United States Reports
413, 1973 cited in Copp and Wendell (eds")@
and Censorship, p. 372

Braun, "Freedom of Expression v. Obscenity Censorship",
fn.9atp.41

41

42
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Doug Rankíne Co"43 a feminist perspective in

obscenity legislation was adopted for the

the court was primarily concerned with
degradation and dehumanization within a sexuar context.
Justice Borins held that:

[C]ontemporary community standards would tolerate
the distribution of films which consist
substantially of scenes of people engaged in
sexual intercourse and would also tolerate the
distribution of films which consist of scenes of
group sex, Iesbianism, fellatio, cunnilingus,
and anal sex. However, films which consist
of scenes which portray violence and cruelty in
conj unct ion wi th sex , part icularly where the
performance of indignities degrade and dehumanise
the people upon whom they are performed, exceed
the level of community tolerance.44

Professor Mahoney comments that:
The Rankine case represents the first time a
Canadian court has examined an allegedly obscene
depiction specificatly from the point of view ofthe victims of the sexual abuse, rather than of
the sensibilities of the observers. 4 s

In R. v. Ramsínghra6 Justice Ferg followed Rankine and

appeared to take Justice Borin's analysis one step further:
As we1l, I think that where violence is portrayed
with sex, or.where there are people, parLiculaily
women, subjecLed to any thing which degrades oi
dehumanizes them, the community standard is

43 Ro vø
1 983

Doug Rankine Co. Canadian Criminal Cases 9 (3d),

45

44 ibid., p. 70

Mahoney, "Obscenity, MoraIs and
Boydr "Censorship and Obscenity"
ñ--t-: --racr¡¡Ã¿¡rr e o . seLS a new focus
cf. Bakan, "Pornography, Law and

for judicial analysis"
Moral Theory", p, 26

the Law" r p"
r P. 63,

62; cf.
il

4 6 Rn vo Ransingh, Canad i an Cr iminal Cases 14 (3d) , 1 984
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exceeded, even Ìdhen the viewing may occur in one's
private home.aT

The next notable case that incorporated feminist analysis
is R" vo WagneraB in which Judge Shannon distinguished
three different types of sexually explicit materials: 1 )

viorent; 2) non-violent but degrading and dehumanizing;

and 3) erotica. as Judge shannon's anarysis emphasized the

context of the explicit depictions and was of the opinion
that expJ-icit sex per se was not obscene.so This case along

with Rankine and Ramsingh, represented an important shift in
focus that acknowledged the feminist anarysis as well as the

liberal contentions that sexuarly explicit material
( erot ica ) , based on the empi r ical research of soc iaI
psychologists, was harmless and not obscene.

Unfortunately, t.his 'new focus' did not last very long.

In R. v. Avenue Video Boutique, Justice Wright notes:

The nritish Columbia Court of Àppeal in Regina v.
Pereira-Vasquez o o e rêViewedthe Cãnadian
decisions in respect of obscenity since the
inclusion of Sec. 159 in the Criminal Code. The
court comments on a brief "detõur" T-nankine:
Ramsingh; Video F{orld (1985); Wagner I ttraÉ
occurred in the mid-eighties when some trialjudges concluded that the state of the Canadian
Iavr permitted the exercise of discretion to decide

47 ibid", p. 240, cited
and the Law", p. 62
emphasis in the quote"

in Mahoney, "Obscenity, Morals
this observation is hers as is the

48

49

R. vo l{agner, Àlberta Law Report 36 ( 2d) , '1985

Mahoney, "Obscenity, Morals and the Law" , p " GZ; See
F_raser ReporL , pp" 271-272; cf . text at pp. 29-30 ,Chapter 2

so Ru v, Wagnern p. 311



that scenes of explicit and detailed sex not
involving violence or cruelty or degradation and
dehumanization of individuals, should no longer
be found obscene The court, however,
finds that the Manitoba Court of Appeal rejected
the reasoning of the trial judqe in R" v. Video
Btorld Ltd" ( 1 986) and that this position was
sustained on appeat to the Supreme Court of
Canada. Accordingly the British Columbia Court of
Appea1 concludes that the detour has brought the
1aw back to the main road and "depraved sludge" or
"dirt for dirt's sake" or "hard porn" are obscene
whether or not violence or cruelty is involved

I should mention that I have been unable tofind on the part of the trial judges responsible
for the "detour" referred to in pereira-Vasquez
aþ9ve: âny indication of error in the mannei in
wÞiçh thev souqht to identifv the stándard" yet
their decisions were not accepted. {ãmphasis
added ) 5 1

Feminist analysis has made the courts sensitive

109

to violent
courts have

of the Charter

or should it be

Supreme Court

returned to the view that expricit portrayals are obscene in
and of themseLves.

Presently, there is no definitive finding by the supreme

court of canada as to whether or not obscenity is protected

and degrading portrayals.5 2 However, the

"speech" or "expression" under Section 2(b)

of Rights and Freedoms and if so, is it
subject to limits under Section 1. Defense counsels in a

number of recent casesss have argued that section 159(B) of
the criminal code is an unwarranted infringement of freedom

of expression Even in those casessa in which the courts

51

53

R. vo Avenue Video Boutiquer pp.

See Towne Cínema Theatres Lt,d.
Reports 1, 1985

27 -28
52 v" R. u

R.trl,o vo
tfideo;

E{agner; R.
Rn v. Avenue

v, Ramsingh;
Video Boutique

v. Red Hot
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have expressly or implicitly concluded that obscenity Þer se

falls within the ambit of Section 2(b), the courts have

relied on section'1 as the means by which freedom of
expression is qualified and justifiably restricted.5s No

doubt the existence of Section t has influenced the courts
in their willingness to broaden the scope of protected
expression.

In Red Hot Videou Justice Collins stated:
The Crown has established that the provisions ofss. (1 ) (a) and (8) of s. 159 constitute reasonable
limits as can be demonstrably justified in a free
and democratic society [and] . thereappears to be some uncertainty as to how to
determine what is or is not obscene. Whatever may
be the cause of this uncertainty, it does not
. result f rom a lack of clarity in the law. Ithink the law is sufficiently cleãrs6.

Justice Ferg, in Ramsingho cites Justice collins above,

and reaches a similar conclusion:

Difficult as it may be to apply the elusivestandard, nevertheless, f am of the view thatthe J"gitimate legaI rul_es are accessible, areprecise enough to be deterrninable by theweIl-intentioned citi zen, and are couched in
terms which do afford proper application.sT

Although obscenity has historicarly not enjoyed "speech"
status in the united statesr s I the rogic is somewhat

s4 ibid.
ss Justice Wright, R" v. Avenue Video Boutiquen
s6 cited in Boyd, "Censorship and pornography",
57 ñ ñ---!--L ^À.lro Vo ¡liX¡lt5 J.I¡9If9 po ¿+O

s 8 See text at fn. 27 , p. 1 03, Chapter 5 (

decision)

p.

p"

3s

62

re: Roth
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elusive" Even if obsceniLy is considered to lack any social
va1ue, which in itself is arguable, it does not necessariry
follow that it has no meaninq. rn examining the whole issue

of protected "speech" or "expression", Justice wrightss
notes that the supreme court of canada has recentry
identified the "standards applicable to the proper

interpretation of the scope of freedom of expression" in
Attorney GeneraL of Quebec and rrwin Toy Linrited et ar:6o

Freedom of expression was entrenched in our
Constitution . to ensure that everyone can
manifest their thoughts . , however
unpopular, di stasteful or cont rary to the
malnstream. 

"
We cannot, then, exclude human activity from the
scope of guaranteed free expression on the basis
of the content or meaning being conveyed. Indeed,
if the activity conveys or attempts to convey ameaning, it has expressive content and prima
facia falIs within the scope of the guaranteelF

Justice Wright goes on

The obscene expression reflected in the material
certainly conveys meaning, albeit a meaning that
is offensive and disgusting to many people. But
as the court has noted in the portion of its
judgement I have quoted, "Freedom of expression
was entrenched so as to ensure that
everyone can manifest their thoughts
however distastefu1 o " Even if the
expression depicts violence, provided the form of
the e{gr?sçion is not ylolent, the protection of
Sec. ¿(Þ) is not lost.62

and

59

60

61

62

SÈ" vo Avenue Video

unreported (apriI 27

ibid., pp" 41-42 cí
p. 32

Fl,o vo Avenue Video

Boutique

, lggg)

Led in R" v" Avenue Vídeo BouËåque

Boutique p" 33
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Furthermore it cannot be said that the "government
action in issue", namely the proscription of
obscene material, is aimed only "to control thephysical consequences of particular conduct". On
the contrary, the purpose of the legislation is
aimed to control attempts "to convey meaningr'.6s

on this basis, as well as drawing on the precedent of case

law cited above, Justice wright concludes that obscenity is
protected under Sec " 2$) . The question remains as to
whether Sect ion '1 can be invoked.

À number of analysts6 a have attempted

necessary elements for using Section 1.

inclúde a breakdown into a word by word or

examination of the constituent el-ements.

established by the Supreme Court in Regina

reconf irmed in Ir¡cin Toy are:

to derive the

These usually
phrase by phrase

The di rect ives

vo Oakes, and

63

64

1 " The onus of proof to justify the application of Sec.
'1 i s on the Crown,

2" The civil standard of proof by preponderance of
probabi I i t ies appl ies .

3. These requirements should be applied vigorously and

will generally but not always require supportive
evidence that should be cogent and persuasive.

ibid", p" 34

Beckton, "obscenity and censorship Re-Examined under the
Charter of Rights"; Paul Bender, "Justifications For
Lirniting constitutionally Guaranteed RighLs and Freedoms:
some Remarks About the Proper Rore of section one of the
Canadian Charter", Manitoba Law Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4,
1?81; w. E. Conktin, "rnterpreaing and Àppiying theLimitations Cl-ause: An Ànalysis of Section 11,-, - Suõreme
Court Law Review, VoI. 4, 1982
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The objective sought to be achieved by the impugned

Iegi slat i on must relate to concerns which are

pressing and substantiat in a free and democratic

soc i ety.

the means utilized must be proportional or

appropriate to the objective. In this connection

there are three aspects: (i) The Iimiting measures

must be carefully designed or rationally connected to
the objective; (ii) They must impair freedom of

expression as little as possible; (iii) Their effects
must not so severely trench on individual or group

rights that the legislative objective, albeit
important, is nevertheless outweighed by the

restriction of freedom of expression.6s

The fact tha

insuf f ic ient

must have a

morals or

f undamen ta I

t parliament has enacted certain legislation is
reason to favour restriction. 6 u L"gislation
more precise purpose than simply to control

encourage decency if it seeeks to proscribe

freedoms6T (emphasis added). More specific

6s Justice wright, R. v. Avenus Video Boutique¡ pp. 3g-39
66 iÞid., p. 40; See Lahey, "Actual Gender Equa1ity", p.

683: To treat existing legislation as -prima- iacie
demonstrable justification of reasonabre rimits is a very
weak reading of the charter guarantees. this seems to bethe approach taken by the courts in Re ontarío rirm and
video.AppreciaÈion socíety and. ontario Board of censorsu
Pg{tilign raw BeÞor_!.g 147 (3d) cited in Ramsingh, p.
242-243: "One thing is sure, however, our couitå wiff
exercise considerabre restraint in declaring legislative
enacLments, whether they be statutory or regulatory, to
be unreasonable. "

67 Ru vu Avenue Video Boutique p. 42
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objectives such as eguarity rights, other charter rights or

human rights must be the goaI.68 Justice t^Iright contends:

The objective should not be to impose controls on
the presentation and transmission of material
deemed to be obscene simply because one section of
society, or even a majority, believe it to be
immoral, or indecent r or unr.¡orthy, or that it
contains nothing of va1ue, or that it is
disgusting, or that it is simply bad for others
who are capable of deciding themselves v¡hether
they wish to be exposed to it. There must be
better defined bases for restriction" We do notprotect freedom and democracy by diluting its
lifeblood, freedom of expression, save in
limited, weIl justified circumstances.6s

In summation Just

contains scenes of

ice Wr ight concludes material that
violence or cruelty intermingled with

Lahey, "Actual Gender Equality", pp.
Mahoney, "Obscenity, Morals and the Law",
See Bakan, "Pornography, Law and Mora1
30-32

sex, or that shows lack of consent to sexual contact, or

that dehumanizes men or women in a sexuaL context, can be

legitimatery proscribed according to the requirements of
Section 1 of the CharÈer.7o However, material- depicting
consensuar activity by adult individuals not involving
force, duress or cruelty, reoardl-ess of how explicitlv
presented, and whether depicting masturbation, group sex or
other heterosexual or homosexual activity, does not prima

facie relate to sufficientlv specific concerns which are

68

6S

ibid"; see
677-684; See
pp. 51 -56;
Theory", pp"

Justice Wright, R. vo Avenue
see Justice Brennan's dissent
MarshaIl concurring in dissent),
S1aton, United States Reports 41

Video BouÈiquer p" 43;(Justices Stewart and
Paris Adu1t Theat,re vu

3, 1973

7o Justice Wright, R. vo Avenue Video Boutiqueo p. 46.
The accused was found guilty on I chargeð of obscenematerial described above"



pressing and substantial in a free and democrat

justify restricting or limiting the basic

freedom permitting them to be expressed.Tr

11s

ic society to
f undamental

242
The

Another approach to the question of whether pornography

is a form of protected "speech" grew out of the radical
feminist approach adopted in Indianapolis in American

Booksellers Inc. vo Hudnut. The United States Seventh

CourL reasoned that for feminists, the "personal is the
po1itical". The subordination of women that pornography

endorses is a 'political goal'. The Court stated:

lwl e accept the premises of this Iegislation.
Depictions of subordination tend to perpetuate
subordi nat i on .
Yet this simply demonstrates Lhe poh'er of
pornography as speech . If pornography iswhat pornography does r so is other speech.
HiLler's oratios affected how some Germans saw
Jews . Most Governments of the world
IsuppressJ critical speech. In the United States,
however r. all is protected as speech,
however insidious. 7 2

A simirar argument has been made in canada by Louise

Arbour.73 she quotes the Metro Toronto Task Force on pubtic

viorence Àgainst women and chi tdren def init ion of
pornography

7 1 ibid", pp. 48-49" The accused was aquitted on
charges which contained material described above.
Crown has appealed this decision.
cited in Lahey, "Toward Gender Equality", p. 68172

73 L, Arbour, "The Politics of pornography: Towards AnExpansive Theory of constitutionalry protected
Expression", in J" M" Elliot and R. M. Elliot (eds.)
titiga=tinq lhe varrles of the Nation: The canadian charterof Riqhts and Freedoms, Toronto: Carsweff, lgg6 

-



Às a f orm of sexuaì. propaganda,
promotes and encourages the
exploitation of women

pornography both
degradation and

many women maintain
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thgt pornography is the ideology of a societywhich creates complacency
battering and other forms
women,

about rape, wi fe
of violence against

and concludes that the use of the words propagandae

¡rromotes, encourages and ideology, identifies pornography

as poritical speech and hence, worthy of constitutional
protection.Ta Arbour's libertarian anarysis, in rejecting
the'balancing interests' approach concludes,

There must, therefore, be something aboutpornography, apart from its advocacy and
promotion of the subordination of vromen, that
makes it suitable for democratic limits. But thefact is that there is nothing; the efforts to
curta i 1 the c i rculat ion of pornography areentirely based on a view that its content is
objectionable. T s

The problem with this analysis is two ford" First of all,
the type of pornography that Arbour refers to is not typical
of most pornography, although it is the type which is most

objectionable to both men and women (in this sense, this is
the same criticism leve1led against the radicar feminist
analysis). secondry, there is a fine rine between

advocating subordination and advocating hatred or

viorence. T 6 canada has hate literature provisions in the

criminal code, and arthough at present there is no

provision for discrimination on the basis of sex, the use

Arbour,

i bid. , p.

Neil Boyd
Limits of

"Politics of Pornography", p. 295-300

305

, "Sexuality, Gender Relations and the Law:
Free Expression", p. 136

74

76

75

The
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of Section 1, as listed above by Justice Wright, would

appear to be jusLifiabre with respect to this sort of
material 

"

Up to this point the analysis has proceeded by way of
examination of the current criminal code provisions dealing
with pornography under the rubric of obscenity, as welr as

the Àmerican experience within this area. rn order to
further evaluate j ur i sprudent iaI and constitutional
arguments, a more detailed examination of the content of
Bill c-54 is required. specifically, although Birl c-s4

deals with a wide range of issues dealing with offenses,
restr ict i ons, penalt ies , and amendments to other acts in
consequence thereof, the primarv focus here is definitional
in nature. For it is from the definitions that the other
conseguences thereof, are contingent on. Bi 11 C-54

introduces the terms "pornography" and "erotica" into the

Criminal Code for the first time.

f ol-Iows:

"Erotica" is defined as

"Erotica" means any visual matter a dominant
characteristic of which is the depiction, In a
sexual context or for the purpose of the sexual
stimulation ['prurient interest'] of the viewer,
of a human sexual organ, a female breast or the
human anal region;
"Pornography" means (a) any visual matter that
shows
( i ) sexual conduct that is referred Lo in
subparagraphs (ii) to (vi) and that involves or is
conducted in the presence of a person who is, oris depicted as being or appears to be, under the
age of eighteen years, or the exhíbition, for a
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sexual purpose, of a human sexual organ , a
female breast or the human anal region of or inthe presense of, a person who is, or is depicted
as - being or appears to be, under the age of
eighteen years,
( i i ) a person causing, attempting to cause orappearing to cause, in a seiual context,
permanent or extended impairment of the body orbodily functions of that person or any olher
person,
( i i i ) sexually violent conduct, including sexualassault and any conduct in which physical pain isinflicted on a person by that perêoñ or ant otherperson in a sexual context,
f l"l degrading act in a sexual context,including an act by which one person treats thaÉperson or any other as an animal or object,
engages in an act of bondage, penetrates wilh anobject the vagina or anus- of tñat person or anyother person or defecates, urinates or ejaculateã
onto another person, whether or not the otherperson appears to be consenting to any such
degrading act, or lactation or menstruatión in asexual context,
(v) 

. Uestiality, incest or necrophilia, or(vi) masturbation or ejaculation not referred toin subparagraph ( iv) , or vaginal, anal or oralintercourse, or(b) any matter or commerciaL communication thatincites, promotes, encourages or advocates any
conduct referred to in any of the subparagraphs(a)(i) to (v)77

Àlthough the inclusion of the terms "erotica" and

"pornography" seems to indicate a change in terminology,
spirit and intent, the meaning ascribed to "erotica" here

is much more

that term"

non-vi olent ,

resLrictive than what is generally meant by

"Erotica" usually describes consensual,

non-degrading sex. Às such the generally
accepted notion of erotica would farl under subparagraph
(a) (vi ) which the courts have previously ruled is not

77 canada, "8i11 c-54, An Act to Àmend the criminar code
and other Actg_i! conseguence Thereof", 2d session, 33dParliament, 1986-87-88
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challenged as

justifiably so.

Lable. This would

unconstitutionaL
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most certainly be

restriction and

1C

an

Another probJ.ematic area is the one dearing with
individuals under the age of eighteen, subparagraph (a) (i).
The breadth of the definition of "chird pornography" here is
so sweeping that the zef.firerli movie version of Romeo and

Jurietu in which a seventeen year ord or-ivia Hussey, bared

her breast is considered pornography with no defense of
artistic merit 

" This could logical1y be challenged under

section 7 and section 11 of the charter, Even in the case

where a defense of artistic merit is possibre, the burden

of proof is placed on the accused" This again wourd be

unconstitutional under section 1 1 (d) as it involves reverse
onus. 7 I

The sections of Bill c-s4 dealing with violent and

degrading sex, specificarry dealing with women, courd,
despite the fact that they may be protected speech under

section 2(b) of the charÈero be rimited under section 1. A

'barancing interests' approachrTs taking section 15 and

section 28 of the charter into consideration, would further
justify the limiLs imposed by Section 1.

7 I see the discussion of R" v. oakes in D. stuart and R.J. Delisler^-_Learning canadian criminal Law, Toronto:Carswell, 1987, pp. 89-97
7 s as suggested by the Fraser Report; see saskatchewan HumanRights Commission v. Wafao et af above.



Chapter VI

CONCLUSTON

with respect to the three competing political ideologies
identified in this analysis, the conservative, the riberal
and the f eminist, it is c j-ear that obscenity per se, and

Bill c-54 in particularr !€flect views that can best be

described as 'conservative' . The aLmost overwhelming

emphasis throughtout the definition of "pornography" in Bill
sexual context, sexually violent,

Given the fact that it was a

'conservative' government (arbeit allegedly'progressive
conservative' ) that introduced this bilr, the contents
thereof should probabry not surprise us. However, given

the considerable input from feminist circres as welr as

constitutional arguments from riberals, the result may have

been expected to be more 'progressive'.

under the conservative viewr sêx is someLhing that has

to be controlled because

C-54 is sexual conduct,

and sexual purpose.

tt 
o

be adopted
atmosphere
and would
as v¡e11 as

íf an attitude of permi
. this would

condoning anarchy in
increase the threat to
our moral principles. r

ssiveness r.¡ere to
contribute to an

every other field
our social order

quoted in

120

the New
I President Richard Nixon, Yor k Times,
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This is a view shared by Lord patrick Devlin and more

recentry by the united sLates supreme court. 2 The major

assumption here is that the raw should enforce a common

moralitv which is refrected in traditional moral_ values.
Legal- morarists fear that if morar varues are not enforced
by the law, then society wirr lose its morailcement' and

disintegrate.3 This view seems to have its genesis in
catholic canon Law"4 The most significant feature of legaJ_

moraLism is its preoccupation with 'sexuar immorality'. rt
is not surprising then that 'unnatural' acts like
homosexuality and masturbation are particularly repugnant

because of their 'immorail content and the threat they pose

to the soc ial order.

'homophobic' .

Legal moralisLs are particularly

The liberal on the other hand sees the sociar order as a

means for achieving individual freedom and security. The

writings of John stuart Mi11 are frequentry invoked to
support this position, specifically on Libertv. centrar to
the attainment of freedom in the liberat sense is 'freedom
of expression' , the lifebloods of democracy. Not

surprisingry, this freedom is paramount in both the united

1970, cited in MacMirlan, censorship and public Morality,p" 114

2 See Miller v. California and Adult
Slaton

Paris Theatre

DevIin, The Enforcement of Morals, pp" 12-19

See Chapter 1 above "

Just ice [.Iright, R, v. Avenue Video Boutique, p. 43

Vo

4
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states and in canada" rnterference with this right can onry
be justified wherein harm of a discernable nature arises.
Liberars also maintain that "there must be a rearm of
private morality or immorarity which is . not the law's
business.6" There are difficulties in attempting to regulate
or legislate morality:

lrln the context of private consumption of ideas
and information v¡e should adhere tó the view that
'among free men, the deterrents ordinarily to beapplied to prevent crime are educatiõn andpunishment for violation of the law. ' . . [W] erejected as 'who11y inconsistent with thephilosophy of the First Àmendment . thenotion that there is a legitimate state concern inthe control- (of) the moral content of a person's
thoughts' and [ttre] State 'cannotconstitutionally premise legislation on thedesirability of controlling a person's private
thoughts. ' But the State's interèst in regülatingmorality by suppressing obscenity, while oftenasserted, remains essentiarly unfocused and irrdefined. Ànd since the ãttempt to curtailunprotected speech necessarily spilrs over intothe area of protected speech, the effort to servethis specurative interest through the suppressionof obscene material must tread heavily ón rightsprotected by the First Amendment.T

Feminist analysis has made a significant contribution to
the debate. By emphasising the threat to women's equality
which some pornography may cause, they have shifted the
focus to the more objectionable forms of the genre. At the
same time they have posited the argument that pornography is
really about povrer rather than about sex. The historical
predominance of men in most social, political and legal

See text at fn. 40, p. 15, Chapter 1

Justice Brennan's dissent, paris AdulÈcited i1 Copp and wendell (eds. ),
Censorship, p. 380

Theatre v. Slaton,
Pornoqraphv and



institutions is reinforced by the images in
systematically degrade women to subserviant
same time, conservative thought which has

obscenity legislation and case law i
heterosexist and sexist.
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pornography t.hat

status " Àt the

dominated both

s patriarchal,

By emphasising equality, teminist anarysis has enabled
distincLions to be drawn between pornography, erotica,
moral realism and sex education materials.

Feminists argue that pornography causes some men to rape,
batter and assault women. The mere existence of some forms
of pornography is said to constitute discrimination on the
basis of sex. Empiricar research by social psychorogists
does not concrusively prove a causal rink between
pornography and crime. However, research seems to indicate
that negative attitudes towards r¿¡omen may be caused or
reinforced by some forms of pornography. There is a caveat
though. Donnerstein et al, in writing what is perhaps the
most thorough review of empirical findings note:

It is perhaps ironic, but we did not write thisbook because of our concern about the prevarenceof sexually expl ic i t mater ials in Amer icansociety. Ratherr wê v¡ere concerned that so muchattention Ì.¡as being paid to the possiblv damaqinoattent ion Ì.¡as be to the possibly damaging
consequences of exposure to pornography that morepe{vasive and more troubli¡g- combinaliãns of Ee.a@E!hç-med;ffiisõ,ärrer_vasr-ve ano fn_ore Èroubl_:.¡g combi.nations of sexe.a@E!hç-med;ffiisõ,ff

- 
- 

: ¿ìr¡¡v!çso
we contend that the violence against women ln sometypes of R-rated f i lms shown in neighborhoodtheatres and on cabre TV far e*ceãds thatgortrayed in even the most graphic pornography.(emphasis added) I

Donnerstein et al, The ouestion of pornoqraphv, preface atix
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This contention wourd seem to rend more credence to Lhe

socialist feminist view that arthough pornography is
blatantry sexist, it is not the 'guintessence' as

propounded by the radical feminists. Therefore, strategies
that simply focus on pornography reave the greater issue of
systemic inequality untouched. In this sense, the
recommendat ions of the F¡g_Ð-e¿ Çptl]mi ss ion are somewhat

mi splaced. By recogn izíng that both pornography and

contemporary advertising "commoditize" vJomen, the Fraser
Report pays lip service to the sociarist feminist analysis.
However, by proscribing the forrner while leaving the latter
untouched "suggests a distinction between the profitability
of shady enterprise and the economic value placed on big
business. e" This resurts in the decontextuarization of
pornography from the social relations giving it its
existence. r o stilr, the Fraser Report incorporates feminist
insights and examines various strategies that may prove

useful in controlling objectionable portrayars and images.

Àt the same time it recognizes the inadequacy of the current
legislation and also suggests the 'barancing of rights'
approach which has been introduced into the adjudication of
limits under Section i of the CharÈer,

s Mccormack, "The political Economy of
10 Lacombe, Ideoloqv and public policy,

Censorship", p. 176

p.98
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case law in the united states and canada has provided a

mulLit.ude of examples that highlight the problems of

obscenity legislation" rt is with good cause that obscenity

laws are often called the'most muddled laws' in the

country: lower court decisions are often overturned;

supreme court decisions are often split and in the process

the reputation and administration of justice suffers.
Àlthough the 'community standards' test appears to
democratize the procedure by which material is deemed

'obscene', the latitude given to the 'trier of fact' - the
judge, in determining these 'standards' and in protecting
the 'moral fabric' of the state, is a regression to the
paternalism inherent in the llicklin test.

There is no reason to believe that Birr c-54 wilr make

the situation any better, in fact, the overbreadth
inherent in it will most likely make things worse: lega1

precedent suggests that many sections are unconstitutional;
empirical research indicates that the incrusion of certain
categories is unv¡arranted; common sense wourd suggest that
the denial of adolescent sexuality is unrearistic; the

cultural and arts community suggest that the regisration
posits a serious threat to artistic freedom; feminists feel
somewhat betrayed in that although their rhetoric has been

adopted, the distinctions they have made above were ignored.

There is a greater problem involved here also. If one

argues that pornography models antisocial behaviour, the
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same logic necessitates that censorship may simirarly model

antisocial behaviour. r r By officially endorsing censorship,
vre invariably make intolerance a regitimate form of
behaviour, even in situations when it is unwarranted.

Justice Wright notes:

Every Iimit on the circulation of obscene
expression involves the arbitrary removal of an
individual's oppurtunity to make his or her own
choice. Free choice is part of the bedrock of a
democratic society" Temptation is necessary to
allow people to choose - to choose to be
right-minded, or moral or not " Wi thout
temptation, can free choice ful1y exist?12

This is not to take the libertarian position and say

'anything goes'. what is needed is a precise approach which

targets those concerns which are most pressing" Justice
wright identifies such items which are regitimate and

warranted in this context:

The protection of people from involuntary exposure to
pornographic material ;

The protection of the vulnerable, for example

children, from either exposure or participation;
The prevention of the circulation of pornographic

material that effectively reduces the human or

equality rights or other Charter rights of

individuals. This may arise, and often will arise,
in material that mixes sex with violence or cruelty,
or otherwise dehumanízes women or men.1 3

1.

2"

3"

t ri
2Ru

sher, "The Emperor

v, Avenue Vídeo

Has No Cloth€s", p. 173

Boutique, p" 46
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Bill C-54 does address some of these

concerns" However, Lhe primarv focus shourd be violence,
not sex. In this sense the feminist anatysis which focuses

on the misogynist nature of some pornography is
illuminating. Logic wourd indicate that it is misogyny

whether in a sexuar context or not, that should be our mai

concern, i f indeed we are committed to equarity "

otherwise, to reduce the discourse to an exercise in the

repression of so-ca11ed 'sexual immorality' is to miss the
point completely.

ibid., p. 42-43; cf. Justice Brennan's dissent in paris
AduIÈ Theatre v. SLatonr pp. 649-650; cf. Feinberg,
"Pornography and the Criminal Lav¡", generally

,

n

13



Appendix A

AFTERWORI}

rt is highry unlikely that a researcher in the sociar
sciences will not have encountered the conundrum of the

alleged fact/value dichotomy. Do facts exist separate from

values or are facts inherently imbued with values?

Philosophers in the sociar sciences have debated this
arreged distinction for years, and increasingry the rine
between the two has become blurred. l This is a very

important considerat ion to be taken into account in
discussing and anaryzing the issues and concepts inherent in
this thesis issues such as pornography, cen sor shi p,

freedom of expression, discriminaLion, degradation, and

equarity, because political decisions made with respect to

1 For instance see Max Weber, "Object ivi ty in Soc ia1
Science and Social Poticy", in F. Dallmayr and T.
Mccarthy (eds.), understandinq and social rnquilv in which
9leber observed that the actors in the intersubjective
social world are not devoid of values and goaIs,
therefor, the systematic study of this interaction cannot
remove itself from the actor's values. However, Weber
maintained that an attempt must be made to conceptualize
facts themselves as essentially value-free; see also
Charles Taylor, "Neutrality in political Science" , in P.
Las1ett, Philosophy,
Taylor states " .

Politics and Society, in which
a conception of human needs Lhus

enters into a given political theory and cannot, be
considered something extraneous which we later add to the
framework to yield a set of value judgements" "(at page
40 )

128
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these issues are not made in a vacuum: disciprines such as

philosophy, psychology, sociorogy and law infruence the
debate. There is a considerable amount of conflict between

competing values in these disciprines. Despite the ideal of
'objectivity', the research in this area is fraught with
subjectivity; positions are invariably 'tainted' with the
author's values, including my own.
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